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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The region of East Africa is made up of Kenya,
Uganda, and Tanzania.

The three countries formerly were

part of the British Colonial empire but gained their independence during the early sixties.

After the independence

they became republics within the Evttish Commonwealth of
Nations.
Kenya, prior to independence in 1963, was divided
into seven administrative provinces:

Nyanza, Western, Rift

Valley, Central, Eastern, North Eastern, and Coastal regions.
Uganda consists of four political provinces:

Western, North-

ern, Eastern, and Buganda provinces. Tanzania consists of
T
ten provinces: West Lake, Lake, Western, Central, Northern,
TarEa, Southern HiEhlands, Eastern and Southern provinces, and
Zanzibar (Figure /).
The three countries vary in size.

Tanzania is the

largest with an area of 362,000 square miles; Uganda contains
about 92,000 square miles, and Kenya about 225,000 square
miles.

The largest cities of East Africa are Nairobi, Dar

es Salaam, Kampala, and Mombasa.

The first three are the

Republic of Kenya, Information Section, Kenya Mission
'
to the United Nations, Newslettr No. 44, New York, November,
1570.
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3
ctiital cities of Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda respectively.
The present total population of East Africa is approximately 32,000,000, of which Kenya's population is
10.5 millions, Tanzania 12.5 millions, and Uganda 9.4 millions
East Africa lies within the tropics and extends from almost
to almost 11°S.
Southern Hemisphere.

Thus most of the region lies in the
Longitudinally it is bounded by the 29°

and 420 east meridians.

The total area of East Africa is ap-

proximately 680,000 square miles, which Is about seventeen times
3
the area of Kentucky.
THE PROBLEM
The study of bananas in East Africa by geographers has
been neglected.

Some study has been made by agriculturists

and anthropologists on a small scale.

The anthropologist b have

concentrated their work more on ethnic groups than on the spatial pattern of the crop as such.

In none of the studies has

distribution been correlated with the Bantu people in East
Africa.

For a long time the banana has been a staple food

the region.

la

The present study points out that in spite of the

many changes which have occurred the banana continues to serve
as the staple food crop of many people in East Africa, especially the Bantu peoples.

Further, it tries to ehoN how

in Tropical
71.. Dudley Stamp, "Africa," A stL:e
..ons,—Tnc.,
1967),
and
Wiley
John
DeveloPment (New York:
Maud A. Baker-Penfield, The Lands and ,Fecilen. of
East Africa (London: Adam and ChMerffick; New York:
lhe Kacmillan Company. 1960), p. 9.

closely the distribution of the Bantus anr.'7 bananas are related
in all regions of East Africa.
The banana has been grown for many centuries by the
Bantus of East Africa and its tlee has been incorporated as a
Its cultivation has been by sheer

basic part of their culture.
manual labor using the hoe.

In the past, it

the subsistence

food crop of nearly all of the Bantu ethnic groups in this area.
Now, sorghum, maize, cassava, and Irish potatoes have partly
replaced it as the main food crop in a few regions.

Banana

cultivation and use, however, are still very extensive in East
Africa.

Traditionally banana cultivation is associated with

the distribution of the various Bantu ethnic groups.

It is

very important among such Bantu peoples as the Baganda, Baaoga,
Bagisu, haya, and the Chagga.

They use bananas for man: pur-

poses, and its cultivation is intertwined with the taboos and
ceremonial activities of these people.
The method of banana cultivation has been passed on
from father to son or to the next nearest relative.

The land

tenure system of the various Bantu ethnic groups cultivating
bananas is distinctly different.

Ownership and the transfer

of the banana garden to another person is considered in terms
of tl- e family and tribal relationship.

Traditionally, the

banana is grown in land surrounding the residence of an individual.
Banana marketinr has had a uniqueness of its own.
bartering was the only method of exchange in the past.

The

bananas were exchanged for fish, and other items of trade

S
Sometimes the garden of bananas was ex4
At present bananas are bought
changed for a cow and a goat.
between relatives.

and sold for money in the local open-air markets.

In a few

areas they are now sold directly to the cities where the
largest markets are found for the banana, both as a fresh
fruit and as a cooking banana.

In the primary growing areas,

banana beer provides a profitable trade in the villages, but
the chief role ln these areas is that of a staple food crop.
The banana is second only to maize as a food crop in
East Africa.

Its importance is Increasing with the introduc-

tion of new uses, especially as a shade crop for coffee.

Al-

though maize, millet, and serghum are used instead of bananas
in the dryer areas, in the wetter and more fertile areas occupied by the Bantus the banana still reigns supreme.
The larger portion of the banana crop consists of
plantains which are eaten cooked rather than raw.

They are

the staple food among the Bantu peoples because they are most
The labor requirements of bananas are low and evenly

popular.

spread through the year, and this contributes to the popularity
of the crop.

The average yield of the banana is high, averaging

5
3 to 5 tons per acre.

Another strong factor encouraging

banana cultivation at present is the etrong social attachment
associated with it.

Among the polygamous families in Buganda

A

George Peter Murdock, Micro-Fiche, FN4, Africa,
The Ganda, Eumen Relatione tree Files, l95B, p. 30.

5A. M. O'Connor, An Economic Geofraphv of East Africa
(Washington: Frederick A. Praeger, 191b6), p. 3s.

6
in the past, each wife had her own banana garden.

Where

banana cultivation dominates peasant arriculture, it has almost
6
become a way of life of the local people.

Among the Baganda,

Basoga, Flaya, and the Chagga, bananas carry a high prestige
for the owners.

The farmers who own large banana gardens are

considered wealthy.
In spite of its many advantages, the banana has some
handicaps.

Its food value is relatively low when compared

to other food crops.

The bananas do not store easily.

With

properly planned planting and constant pruning, however, they
may be picked any month of the year.

A

The traditional prestige

of banana ownership makes many Bantu people in the primary
growing areas adopt the banana at the expense of more nutritious food crops such as maize.
Banana distribution is influenced by its high demand

3

for adequate rainfall and the Bantu distribution in East Africa.

Ii

The banana yield is also related to the fertility of the soil.
Many banana gardens are small.

The large Eardens are

few and are in areas where much land is available.

About two-

thirds of the total acreage of bananas are in the Lake Victoria
region, especially in Uganda.

The production of bananas in

Uganda is higher than any other country in the world, but the
crop is not exported.

They merely provide the local needs and

therefore are unheard of outside East Africa.

The bananas

are a dominant food crop in southern Uganda, the Pukoba District
6Lucy Philip Mair, Euman Relations Area Files,
Ganda, FK7, l93/1, p. 106.

7
of the West Lake Province of Tanzania, and in the Kilimanjaro
region.

In Kenya the banana does not play the subsistence
crop role.7
The commercial importance of bananas is limited because
of the lack of large markets.

The local market is steadily

growing because of the rapid growth of the city population and
Its demand for the crop.
The introduction of coffee as a cash crop in East Africa
has increased banana cultivation in many areas.

Many coffee

growers did not cultivate bananas in the past, but they grow
bananas now because they are essential for providing shade and
windbreak for the coffee.

At present, coffee farms in East

Africa occupy approximately two million acres.8

More than

half of these coffee gardens are owned by African groweri,
who
now also grow bananas mainly for cash.
The purpose of this study is to examine the importance
of banana culture in East Africa and to assess the variation
of its importance from one area to another in the region.

This

importance is evaluated by examining the role which the banana
plays in the lives of the people who live there.

The primary

banana growing regions aro identified and emphasized in the
study.

The study also presents the methods of cultivation and

traditional practices which influence planting, cultivation,

7
O'Connor, An Economic Geocranhv of East Africa,
pp. 36-37.
8

Ibid., p.

6.

harvesting, and marketing of thc crop as a basis for understanding the significance of the banana to the people.
The primary banana-growing areas are:

1. Lake Victoria

and its subregions--Buganda, Busoga, and Bugisu in Uganda, and
Bukoba District in Tanzania; and 2. the Mount Kilimanjaro Region.
The secondary growing areas consist of:

1. Nyanza and Western

provinces in Western Kenya; 2. Kenya Highland Region; and 3. the
Coastal Plain Region (Figure XI).
The importance of bananas to the primary producing
areas has been analyzed in some detail.

For comparison of

shov:ing how cultural environments have influenced banana distribution, secondary growing areas have also been analyzed.
In summary, the banana plays an important role in East
Africa.

In the Lake Victoria Region, especially in BugrAda in

Southern Uganda, it is the dominant subsistence food crop of
the Baganda, and a beer-making crop in all of Southern Uganda,
the Bukoba District, and the Kilimanjaro Region.

Its agri-

cultural importance has been increased by its use in the coffee
farms in the primary and secondary growing areas.

Its associa-

tion and use by the dominant peoples, the Bantu, has maintained
the crop's important role as a major food crop of East Afrioa.
During the last two decades, the commercial role of the banana
has increased because of its use in cities as a fresh fruit and
as a staple food crop.

The conclusion drawn is that the banana

is likely to continue as an important subsistence crop and a
major fruit of East Africa.

9
SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE
Previous writers who have studied bananas
in East
Africa have recognized the three main bana
na regions:
(1) The Lake Victoria Region
(2) The Kenya Highlands
(3) Kilimanjaro Mount Region
These studies mentioned the early and the
present importance
of bananas as a major subsistence crop
of the peoples of East
Africa. The importance of bananas in
this region was greater
before the introduction of the new food
crops.
R. E. Baker, a professor of botnny, and
N. W. Simmonds,
a senior cytogeneticist of the Banana Rese
arch Scheme, made a
study of bananas in East Africa. They
recognized the three
major regions and the importance of bana
nas In every region as
a subsistence crop. The aim of their stud
y was to find out
whether any variety of banana from East Afri
ca could be grown
In the West Indies. In checking this,
the botanical and agricultural aspects of bananas in East Africa
were examined and
seventy varieties of bananas identified.9
The study recognized the relationship between
the East
African and Asian cultivated banana'.

The East African bananas

are a variety of two wild Asian species
of Musa, M. acuminata
and M. balbisIana.

The great majority are of acuminata origin.

They euggest that the Arabs are responsible
for introducing the
banana fron Asia.
'R. E. D. Baker and N. W. Simmonds, "Bananas
in East
Africa: The Botanical and Agricultural Stat
us of the Crop,"
Ere ,Journal of Experimental Agriculture,
XIX, No. 76 (1951),

10
K. Shepherd, a botanist, made a study of the variety
of cultivated bananas in East Africa in 1957 giving a detailed
botanical classification of these varieties.

He divided the

bananas into ten alien types and twenty-two distinct native
M. acuminata types which hear fifty-four local East African
These twenty-two cultivated varieties of the banana
10
were not known outside East Africa.

names.

George Peter Murdock, an anthropologist, approached the
study of bananas from the standpoint of a subsistence food crop
in East Africa.

He emphasized the banana as being one of the

oldest food crops in the region. His map shows the major lo11
cations of the banana in Africa.
D. N. McMaster, a geographer, also recognized the imm.
portance of bananas as a subsistence crop in the Bukoba .Astrict
of northwestern Tanzania.

He pointed out the strict inheritable

tenure among the Haya people, the system of land ownership in
which the land and the banana farms are handed over to the
younger people at the death of their fathers.

The system does

not allow the sale of land at all by individuals)-2
Edwin S. Munger, a geographer, made a study of African
coffee on Mount Kilimanjaro in which he pointed out the
10K. Shepherd, "Banana Cultivars in East Africa..
Errnire Journal of Experimental Agriculture, XXXIV, No. 4 (1957).
277.
11George Peter Murdock, "Staple Subsistence Crops of
Africa," Geoarenhical Rev!ew, L (1960), 523.
12D. N. McMaster, "Change of Regional Balance in the
Bukoba District of Tanganyika," Geographical Review, L (1960),

73.

11
According to him,

relationship between bananas and coffee.

the bananas are int-rgrown with coffee to provide shade and
windbreak for the coffee in tha Kilimanjaro Region.13
Brooke Clarke, a geographer, has studied the types of
food shortages in Tanzania.

He correlated the cultivation of

bananas and high population density with areas of high and
14
reliable annual rainfall.
Human Relations Area Files give some detailed work on
East African peoples and their food crops.

These are anthro-

pological collections which deal with the history, customs,
traditions, subsistence food crops, and basic economy of
of the tribes of East Africa.

some

The collections are good but

are rapidly becoming outdated because of the rapid cultural
changes that are taking place since the independence of the
East African countries.15
Each of these studies, although quite limited in purpose and content, has contributed to an understanding of the
importance of the banana in East Africa.

Footnote credit

is

given to each at appropriate places throughout the thesis.

Chagga

13
Edwin Munger, "African Coffee on Kilimanjaro: A
Kihamba," Economic Geography, XXVIII (1952), 181.

14
Brooke Clarke, "Types of Food Shortages in
Geographical Review, LVII (1967), 333.

Tanzania.*

15
Bruno Gutmann, Human Relations Area Files, 195,,
Wachagga, FN4; Lucy PhiliFRiar7-7777-ReiTTIonE Area Files,
1959, Baganda, FK7.

12
METHOD
Most of the data were obtained from the Western
Kentucky University Library, Purdue University Library through
the inter-library loans, and some materials were received from
the Library of the Ministry of Agriculture, Kenya.

A consid-

erable part of the information was obtained from the author's
own personal experience with the banana crop in East Africa.
Maps of landform regions, rainfall, ethnic groups,
population distribution, cash crops, the history of the banana,
and a map of banana-growing areas are used.

Each of the maps

shows a relationship between the patterns of banana distribution in all regions.

Thus

the maps confirm that the distribu-

tion of the banana is directly influenced by landforms, rainfall, the presence of other crops, and the presence of the
Bantus.
Finally, the banana-growing regions were divided into
primary and secondary banana-growing areas.

The primary areas

are those where the plantain banana is cooked and used as the
chief subsistence crop, and the secondary areas are those
where bananas are used only as a fresh fruit crop.

These two

categories are analyzed and the differences between them are
pointed out.

The study is summarized and the conclusions

are drawn from an analysis of the role played by the banana
in the culture of East Africa,

.411,

11.
.•
01
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CHAPTER II
PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
A knowledge of the physical environment of East
Africa is very important for the understanding of the areal
distribution of bananas in the region.

The physical conditions

have affected the creation of the primary, secondary, and nonbanana-growing areas.

The amount of rainfall, landforms, and

the soils limit where bananas can be grown in East Africa.
Bananas need a high and well-distributed rainfall, high proportion of cloud cover, high angle of sunshine, high temperature,
and fertile, moisture-retentive soil.

However, these condi-

tions are not found everywhere in East Africa.

The best combi-

nations occur in the rich volcanic lava soils of the highlands,
the alluvial soils found along the river valleys, and the rich
loamy soils of the Lake Victoria Region.
The East African landform varies from a low coastal
plain to high plateaus and mountains.

The highest mountain in

Africa, Mount Kilimanjaro, is located here.
19,340 feet above sea level.

Its height is

The physical diversity of the

landforms is reflected in the climate, vegetation, and agriculture.

13
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LANDFORM REGIONS
The East African landform regions consist of the
coastal plain, the plateau, and the highlands-Rift Valley
region.

The highlands consist of the Rift Valley, the escarp-

ment, and the mountains.
Coastal Plain
The coastal plain borders the Indian Ocean and forms
the eastern continental boundary of East Africa.
varies between ten and forty miles.1

Its width

The coastal plain region

is narrow in the center and widens to the north as well as the
south.

It is bordered along the shore by coral reefs.

Coral

limestone is the main rock which forms the off-shore islands
such as Pemba and Zanzibar.

The elevation of the coastal

plain is between sea level and five hundred feet above sea
level.
4

The western boundary of the plain consists of a series

of terraces or steps.

The plain is hot and humid.

Mangrove

swamps are found in coastal areas and the river estuaries.
1

The soils vary considerably from fertile alluvium of the river
estuaries to extensive infertile spreads of coral shag.
Figure II.)

4

:

(See

Plateau

4

The plateau forms the largest landform feature in East
Africa.

It cover

a large portion of the East African region,

and the highlands divide it into two parts forming the eastern
1
Maud A. Rnrker-Benfield, The Lends and Peoples of
Last Africa (London: Adam and Charles Black; Eew York: —The
Macmillan Company, 1960), P. 9.
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The division is most distinct in Kenya.

and western plateaus.

The Rift Valley and the Kenya Highlands run centrally through
the plateau.

In Tanzania the division of the plateau by the

highlands is less distinct because the highlands do not continue through central Tanzania, although the eastern branch
of the Rift does.
high plateaus.

The plateau region is made up of low and

The low plateau lies between the coastal plain
The elevation of the low plateau is 1000

and the high plateau.

feet to 3000 feet above sea level.

The low plateau rises

gently inland and averages 2000 feet in height.
is broken here and there by low hills.

Its surface

It is also dissected

by a number of small rivers which flow into the Indian Ocean.
The Usambara Mountains, which run close to the coastal plain,
almost break it into two halves at the southwestern bounary
of Kenya and Tanzania.

This low plateau widens toward the

southeast of Tanzania and northeast of Kenya.

Its northern

half forms the semi-desert region of Kenya.
The high plateau is 3000 to 5000 feet above sea level.
This plateau is extensive and covers most of East Africa.

The

greater portion of it lies between the Eastern Rift Valley and
Western Rift Valley.

The high plateau covers the greater part

of Tanzania and Uganda.
here.

Also the Lake Victoria Basin lies

In Kenya, this plateau is broken by the Eastern Rift

Valley and the highlands.

(See Figure II.)

Lakes Victoria and Kyoga lie in the northern zone of
the Central Plateaus.

These two lakes, which are long and

narrow, are very different in character from the lonF, narrow,

17
and deep Rift Valley lakes.

Lake Victoria has a maximum depth

of 270 feet, while Lake Tanganyika has a depth of over 3000
2
feet.
The Highlands-Rift Valley Region
The Eastern Highlands and Rift Valle
The Eastern Highlands and the Rift Valley system form
a complex mountain and plateau belt.
volcanic rocks.

It is largely built of

It lies between the low plateau belt and the

Central Plateaus.

It is very well marked in Kenya.

The Rift

Valley runs almost in a straight line from Lake Rudolf to Lake
Ealawl in Southern Tanzania.
The rift itself is bordered on both sides by steep
escarpments.

It is less distinct in its course through Tanzania

to the ncrthern end of Malawi.

Inside the Rift Valley, .hero

Is a series of fresh and salt water lakes.

Lakes Rudolf,

Naivasha, Nakuru, Magadi, Natron, Eyasi, and Malawi are all
found inside the Eastern Rift Valley.

The salt lakes, such as

Lake Magadi, have no stream outlets flowing from them.

The

others have streams which flow into and out of them and keep
them fresh.
Bordering the Eastern Rift Valley in the north are
the Kenya Highlands, occupying both sides of it.

The western

side of the Kenya Highlands is bordered by the Mau Range and
the eastern by the Aberdare Range.

These form the highest

R. Jarrett, Africa (London:
Ltd., 1966), p. 165.

Macdonald and Evans

Ii

18
part of the Kenya Highlands.3

The average elevation of the

,tween
highlands is 6000 feet, with most of the land lying b,
5000 and 8000 feet.

Superimposed upon these highlands are

the great volcanic cones of Elgon, Kenya, and Kilimanjaro.
Mount Elgon is over 14,000 feet and lies on the western side
of the Eastern Rift Valley,

Mount Kenya is over 17,000 feet,

and Mount Kilimanjaro is 19,340 feet.
side of the Eastern Rift Valley.
Valley varies from 30 to 40 miles.

Both lie on the eastern

The width of the Eastern Rift
The floor of the rift has

4
a number of extinct volcanic mountains.
The Western Highlands and Rift Valley System
The Western Highlands and Rift Valley system form the
western boundary of the East African Highlands which overlook
the vast basin of the Congo.

The belt resembles its eat.:;ern

counterpart in having a double line of highlands, capped with
volcanic cones, both separated by a deep trough of the Rift
Valley.

Within each of them are located a series of lakes.

In the Western Rift Valley, Lakes Albert, Edward, Kivu, and
5
Tanganyika are located.
In Kenya and northern Tanzania, large lava plateaus
occur at elevations between 5000 and 9000 feet above sea level.
Within this area, the elevation, the structure, and the climate

3
Walter Fitzgerald, Africa (London:
Inc., 1964), pp. 252-253.

Methuen and Co.,

4
Jarrett, Africa, pp. 185-186.
;4.
Ibid., p. 2•7

•
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have combined to create a landscape that has no paralle1.6
DRAINAGE
The rivers of East Africa are of local importance.
Very few of them are navigable except by canoe.

The water is

often very low during the dry season.

The Rufiji River is

often very low during the dry season.

The Rufiji River is

navigable for about sixty miles from its mouth.

The larger

number of rivers drain into the Indian Ocean, the Nile River
drains northward to the Mediterranean Sea, and all the other
rivers drain into the Rift Valley lakes and Lake Victoria.
Bananas do not grow well in areas where drainage is
poor.

The poorly drained river valleys of southern Uganda,

those around Lake Kioga, and those of southeastern Tanzania
do not provide favorable conditions for the growth of bananas.
The bananas do well in well-drained slopes of river valleys.
CLIMATIC ASPECTS
The East African climate is affected by the region's
location, the relief, the monsoon winds, and the changing position of the intertropical convergence zone.
The region lies across the equator: therefore the climate
of the region is equatorial or tropical in character.
it is modified by high elevation of the land.
pi

However,

A notable feature,

typical of an equatorial climate, is the low range of temperaFor example, the mean

114!

ture which is commonly observed here.

Ok

annual mnge of temperature for Nairobi is 70Y. Lnd its mean

,!
annual temperature Is 63°F.
6Ibid *0

p. 33•

Malindi, on the coast of Kenya,
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has a range of 5'.°F. and a mean annual temperature of 80°F.
Dar es Salaam, the main port of Tanzania, has a range

or 9°F.

7
and a mean annual temperature of 780F.
Relief's Effects on Climate
The pattern of uplift and Rift Valley formation has
added variety not only to the scenery but also to the climate
of East Africa.
temperatures.

High relief exercises a moderating effect on

In East Africa, there are sharp contrasts be-

tween the temperatures of the Highlands and the Coastal Plain.
The temperatures in the Highlands are reduced by altitude to
the levels typical of middle latitudes but without the seasonal
variation typical of the middle latitudes.

The East African

low plateau, commonly known as the Nyika, is mostly semi-arid.
Nyika has desert conditions in the north and in eastern Kenya.
This low plateau is less arid in central Tanzania and eastern
Uganda.

The humidity increases westward toward the Congo

border.

The highland areas of East Africa intercept more rain

than the low plateau and lose lees moisture by evaporation.
The highest mountains are snow-covered, and there are glaciers
on Mount Kenya, Mount Kilimanjaro, and Ruwenzori.

The floors

of the Rift Valleys, in comparison, are areas of high aridity
because of the rain shadow conditions caused by its high walls.
The gentler depression of the Lake Victoria Basin and the presence of a large freshwater lake lead to significant increases
In rainfall around Lake Victoria (see Figure IV).

Note the

following temperature contrasts between Eldoret, on the Kenya
7
Ibid., p. 187.
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8
Highlands, and Malindi on the coast of Kenya:
Mean Temperature of the
Hottest Month

Mean Ternperature of
Coolest Month

Mean
TemperaLure

Eldoret
(Highland Region)

66°F.

58oF.

62°F.

Malindi
(Coast)

86.20F.

72.9°F.

79.50F.

720F.

69°F.

70.50F.

Entebbe
(High Plateau)

The Effect of the Monsoon Winds on the
9
Climate of East Africa
It is not possible in the case of East Africa to give
a simple explanation of wind systems which affect the region.
Dominant air streams develop in response to changing pressure
systems of the continent of Asia, southern Africa, and the
southern Indian Ocean.

From the month of May to October, wind

blows from the subtropical high pressure zone of the Southern
Hemisphere to low pressure areas over southern Asia.
during this period are southwesterly.

The winds

For the remainder of

the year, the wind direction is controlled by the Asian high
pressure area.

Under its influence, the winds are northeasterly.

In East Africa, the pattern of rainfall partly depends upon
this system of reversing winds and partly upon relief.
Figure III.)

8
Ibid., P. 188.
9
Ibid.

(See
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The Influence of the Migration of the
Intertropical Convergence Zonel°
The most important factor influencing
the seasonal
pattern of rainfall, besides the seasonal
winds or monsoons,
is the movement of the intertropical
convergence zone. In
Dec'ember it lies in southern Tanzania
. In March it crosses
the equat. to Sudan, and in September
it crosses the equator
again to southern Tanzania. This mean
s that for most of
Tanzania and in the extreme north of
East Africa there is
only one season of rain. In the central
areas, :-here are two
seasons of rain. (See Figure
III.)
The northward movement of intertropical
convergence
draws behind it rain-bearing winds off
the Indian Ocean. Where
these come up against the highlands,
they bring heavy rain on
the windward slopes. The southeastern
slopes of Mount Kilimanjaro have comparatively higher rain
fall, and they are more
,iensely populated than the northwest
facing slopes. Coastal
areas have relatively hIgher rainfall
because of the influences
of the inflowing maritime winds. These
winds have very little
effect on a large part of the low plat
eau because of the very
slight orographic influences responsible
for high rainfall on
the highlands. (See Figures III and
V.)
highland areas receive more rainfall than
the low plateau areas because of the orographic
effect.11 The occurrence
10
B. W. Hodder and D. R. Harvis, Africa in Tran
sition
(London: Methuen and Co. Ltd., 1967), p.17Z11
Jarrett, Africa, p. 188.
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of low rainfall in the low plateau is distinct in northeastern
Kenya and in the floor of the Rift Valleys.

The Rift Valley

floor suffers from the rain-shadow conditions because of its
high walls.
Around Lake Victoria, the rainfall regime is equatorial
with double maximum and no dry season.

The rainfall totals

are generally high, averaging 40 inches.
Is 80 inches.

:n some places it

(See Figures III and IV.)

The second climatic region has an equatorial regime in
the shape of a double rainfall maximum, but the two maxima
are separated by a few dry months, a condition which is uncommon in the equatorial region proper. Rainfall varies between
12
It covers most of the highlands and
25 and 60 inches a year.
the mountains.

The annual average temperature is 65°F.

(See

Figure V.)
The third region is the coastal region.

This region

has an equatorial climatic regime with a double rainfall maximum.

It has high rainfall and no dry season.

fall is above 40 inches a year.

Its average rain-

(See Figure VI.)

The average

annual temperature is 800F.13
The fourth region is the northern region.

The rainfall

distribution is that of a tropical climate in the Northern Hemisphere and has a rainy season lasting from April to October.
The annual rainfall is below 30 inches, with the average

12
Ibid., P. 190.
13
Ibid.
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0 14
temperature 80 F.
The fifth region covers most of lanzania, excluding
the coastal and Lake Victoria region.
from November until April.

The rainy season lasts

Total annual rainfall ts below

The highlands of southwestern Tanzania, however,

4(7 inches.

receive higher rainfall.

(See Figure III.)

The average annual

temperature is 80°F.
Humidity, Clouds, and Sunshine
In East Africa bananas do well in the Lake Victoria
basin, the coastal, and highland areas.

The coastal and Lake

Victoria areas offer the best possible conditions for growing
bananas.

Humidity remains always high.

The sky is foggy in the

mornings and there is a high percentage of cloud cover all the
year round.

The humidity is also high around the lake, 'put

the humidity is less than over the coastal plain.
is highest during the months of March to May.
period, the air is hot and humid.

Humidity

During this

Rainfall takes place mostly

In the afternoon.
Humidity is much lower on the highlands most of the
year.

In most of East Africa, the humidity is higher when

the intertropical convergence is crossing the equator.
thls time much rain falls in the highlands.
orographic as well as convectional.

At

The rainfall is

In most of these regions,

humidity is highest just before the beginning of the rainy
season.

In March particularly, the air becomes very damp and

the cloud cover increases over most of the country.
14

Ibid., p. 191.

The heat

29
and high humidity found at the coastal plain and around Lake
15
Victoria gives a boost to the luxuriant growth of vegetation.
SOILS
Besides the rainfall, temperature, and humidity,
soils play a very important role in the cultivation of bananas.
Bananas grow well on rich and deep loamy soils.

The East

African soils are derived from three types of parent rocks.
The coastal plain soils are formed from the sedimentary materials of the Quaternary sediments and alluvium, the Tertiary
sediments, and the Karroo sediments, together with the meta16
morphic rocks.
The soils of the plateau are derived from the plutonic
rocks or crystalline basement rocks.

Most of the Lake Victoria

Basin soils are derived from the plutonic and sedimentary rocks.
The Highland and the Rift Valley soils are derived from basic
volcanic rocks.17

The nature of the soils formed depends

mainly on the amount of quartz present in the parent rock.
Sandy soils are derived from granites and quartzites.

The parent

rocks low in quartz, such as lavas, are basic and produce most
fertile clayey soils.

Such 'Ire the types of soils found in the

East African Highlands and the Rift Valley.
The lateritic soils in East Africa are associated with
the planation surfaces.

Frequent erosion on slopes produces

Barker-infield, The Lands and Peonies of ,Eastt
Africa, p. 17.
16
Francis F. Ojany, "Physique of Kenya: A Contribution
In Landscape Analysis," Annals of the Aekgclation of American
Geographers, LVI (1966),775717Ib1d.
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youthful soils.

Deep, mature, well-drained, fertile soils

are limited in extent.

They are confined more to areas of

rolling topography such as the highlands and the Rift Valley.
In East Africa the rolling topography lies between the altitude of 4000 feet and 10,000 feet above sea level.18
this elevation rainfall is above 40 inches a year.

Within

Further,

this elevation is made up of volcanic lavas from which the
volcanic soils are formed.
The volcanic soils retain the rainfall for a longer
period of time and therefore are good for the growing of crops.
The soils found below 4000 feet elevation are easily leached
and also show chemical defiCiencies.
the volcanic highlands of Kenya.

The better soils are in

Most of Kenya's highlands

lie over 5000 feet above sea level and have the richest soils
in Africa formed from volcanic rocks.
areas of flat land.

The region has extensive

The climate here is cool and moist and

is suitable for specialized crops.

The land is very valuable

for intensive agriculture.19
In Tanzania, the best soils are in the volcanic regions
In the highlands and along the coasts of Lake Victoria.

These

volcanic soils are found around Mount Kilimanisro, Mount Meru,
and around the northern end of Lake Malawi in the southern
18
Alan B. Mountv, Arrica: A Geographical ,study,
(London: hutchinson Educatio'al Ltd., 1967), p. 344,
19
1iarm J. de Blij, A GeoFrarhv. of SubsLharan Africa
(Chicago: Rand KcNally and Company, 197), P. 22,9.
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highlands.20
leys.

Fertile alluvial soil is found in the river val-

The deep-weathered reddish soils derived from the crystal-

line basement rocks are found on the plateau.

The fertility of

the soils derived from the basement complex rocks is marginal
and requires a high application of fertilizer in order to be
productive.

In Tanzania, agriculture is mostly confined to

the highlands where volcanic soils and adequate rainfall occur.
The East African soils can be classified according to
physical regions as follows:21
(1) Coast Plain soils are mainly alluvial or calcereous
and sandy.

They are generally very shallow.

(2) Low Plateau soils are of little use in agriculture.
They are porous and sandy.

In the dry seacon they are easily

blown by wind.
(3) The High Plateaus and the Highlands have red soils
divided into laterized and non-laterized soils.

The laterized

soils include the volcanic soils of the plateaus and the highlands.

They are fine-grained and retentive of water even in

the dry season.

Most coffee plantations and highland farts

in Kenya have this type of soil.
The non-laterized soils are found in Central Nyanza
and Ukamba.

They are well drained, and most of them are del.

veloped from basement rocks.

20
- Ibid.
21
9. J. Harrison Church, Africa and the Islands
(Longmans, Green and Co. Ltd., 19E4),
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(4) Black Cotton soils are less fertile.

They are a

mixture of basement rock soils and volcanic lava soils.

CHAPTER III
CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT
The cultivation, distribution, and uses of the banana
are directly influenced by the cultural environment of the
region.

Without the presence of the Bantus in East Africa

the use of the banana as a food crop probably would have
been negligible.

Its distribution throughout East Africa

was preceded by the distribution of the Bantus and their settlement.

In the non-Bantu areas of Kenya, Uganda, and Tan-

zania the banana is either absent or exists in small amounts.
The former Arab areas of the Coastal plain have very few
bana.nae.

The bananas grown here are

and not as a staple food crop.
practically no bananas.

Used

as fresh fruit

The Masai-occupied areas have

The former White Highlands of Kenya

have no bananas because the Europeans preferred wheat crops
to bananas for subsistence.

The Luo, the Acholi, and the

Teso-occupied areas also have no bananas.

It is the Bantu

peoples therefore that promote the existence of bananas in
this region.

Their long association with bananas has made

.1
4;4

their life one with the use of bananas as a basic food.
An understanding of the ethnic groups' spatial pattern
Is important for the knowledge of banana distribution in East
Africa.

The discussion of cultural environment and Its effect

33
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on the spatial pattern of bananas is approached through consideration of the ethnic and racial composition of the region,
population distribution of the region, language, religion,
These will be considered individually, and

and agriculture.

their influences on the banana pointed out.
ETHNIC GROUPS AND THEIR DISTRIBUTION
The African Peoples
The African peoples make up 98 per cent of the total
population of East Africa.
approximately 32 million.

The total population in 1970 was
A greater part of the African popu-

lation is made up of the Bantu peoples.

(See Figure VII.)

The Bantu
Bantu strictly refers to language and not to race.
Most of the Bantu-speaking peoples are the result of intermixing of Negroid and Hamitic tribes.

A majority of known tribes

of East Africa are Bantus, including the Ganda, Soga, Nyoro,
Kiga, and Toro of Uganda, the Kikuyu, Luhya, Meru, and the
Kamba of Kenya.

In Tanzania the beat known Bantu tribes are

the Haya, Sukuma, Chagga, Nyamvezi, and Nyakyusa.

The Bantu

peoples are spread over one-half of Uganda and almost the
whole of Tanzania.

In Kenya they occupy a large part of the

Lake Victoria Region and the southeastern half of Kenya.
The Nilotics
The Nilotics are tall and slender people who speak
Sudanese languages.

They are found in northern Uganda,

western Kenya, and northern Tanzania.

The group consists of

the Luo of western Kenya, the Alur, and the Acholl of northern
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Uganda.

Pastoralism and agrict.r

the Nilotic peoples' economy.

e have been the basis of

Thcy do not subsist on bananas.

Their subsistence crops are sorghum and millet, which are now
supplemented by cassava and maize.1
The Nilo-Hamites
The Nilo-Hamites are pastoral peoples.
color Is lighter than that of the Nilotics.
of Negro and Hamite.

Their skin-

They are a mixture

They consist of the Massai, Suk, Turkana,

Karamojong, Teso, Nandi, Kipsigis, and Hima.
These are mostly pastoral peoples.

(See Figure VII.)

Some of them, however, have

abandoned the pastoral economy and now practice agriculture.
Among those who abandoned pastoral life are the Kipsigis and
the Nandi of Kenya as well as the Teso of Uganda.

The Masai,

Suk, Marakwet, Turkana, Samburu, and Karamajong are the most
important pastoral people of the region.2
The Hamites
The nomadic Galla and Boran of the deserts of northern
Kenya are pure Hamites.

The Somali of northeastern Kenya are

partly Semitic and partly Hamitic.

These peoples have a skin

color varying from a darkish white to a coppery brown.

They

are fairly tall and have wavy or curly hair, narrow faces, long
noseP, and thin lips.

Many of them look like the southern

Europeans.3
4

ii

1Harrison R. J. Church, Africa and the Islands
(London: LonEmans, Green and Co. Ltd., 19677 7:77:

2G. M. Hickman and W. H. G. Dickins, The Ltr,Ts end
Peoples of East Africa (London: Longmans, Green and Tompany
Ltd., 19t1), p. 53.

3
Ibid., p. 58.
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The Asians
ihe Arabs nave been in Last Africa for many centuries.
They live mainly in the coastal area of East Africa.
numerous in Zanzibar and Pemba.
in most cities of East Africa.
running various businesses.

They are

Indians and Pakistanis live
Most of them work as traders

The Goans, one of the Indian

ethnic groups, are also found in East Africa in considerable
numbers.

They live mainly in the large cities.

Their food

crop is rice, and they therefore do not grow bananas.
The Furopeans
The Europeans form a very small part of the population
of East Africa.

They originally came from several countries

of Europe and South Africa.

Until recently they worked as

administrators, farmers, teachers, and traders.

The largest

number are found in the highland areas of Kenya and Tanzania.
Besides the Europeans, people of American and Australian nationality also live in East Africa.5
The European and Asiatic peoples of East Africa are of
very recent times.

Their influence on the distribution Of

bananas, apart from that of the European farmers and Arabs,
is very little.

The Indian and the Goan ethnic groups have

practically no influence on banana distribution.

The Arabs

influenced the banana distribution because of the introduction

4
Ibld, P.
5
Ibid.

3.
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-f rice and coconuts into East Africa.

The Europeans upset

the spatial pattern of bananas in the highlands by introducing
wheat, maize, coffee, and tea, which replaced the banana in
many parts of the region.
POPULATION
There is a high concentration of population in the
banana-growing areas of East Africa which for a long time
have been the main centers of native population.

They have

favorable and reliable rainfall, and their soils are fertile
and productive.

They are not the centers where tsetse flies

have wiped out population.
There is a great deal of variation in the population
distribution of East Africa.

The highland region Is densely

populated, whereas the arid northeast is very sparsely populated.

Good rainfall and fertile soils have been attracting

factors, whereas deserts, poor soils, and tsetse flies have
been responsible for sparse populations.

Parts of southern

Tanzania, with fertile soils and good rainfall, are almost
unused because of the tsetse flies.

(See Figure VIII.)

Density of Population
The mean population density of East Africa is approxi-

6

mately 50 persons per square mile.

This is a low density of

population compared to many other countries of the world.
But it is misleading, because a large part of the population

6

Ibld., p. 208.
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is concentrated in three relatively small regions.

are

the Lake Victoria Basin, the highlands, and the coastal plain
(see Figure VIII).

In these three regions rainfall is gen-

erally adequate and reliable.

The three regions are all removed

from the worst tsetse fly infestation areas.
The average population density of the three regions is
three hundred persons per square mile.

The highest density

of more than four hundred persons per square mile is in the
coastal plain, Lake Victoria Basin, and the Kenya Highlands,
where fertile soils, high rainfall, and large cities are
cl.osely associated.

The high plateau, including the Lake Vic-

toria Basin, has an average population density of two hundred
persons per square mile.

The low plateau region has an average

population density of less than one hundred persons per square
mile.

Many parts of the low plateau region, where rainfall is

very low, have less than five persons per square mile.
The Luo and the Luhya areas of Nyanza and the western

I

Kenya regions of the Lake Victoria Basin have a population
density of more than three hundred persons per square mile.
Forty-five per cent of Uganda's population lives in the Lake
Victoria Basin where the population density reaches four

1
.

4.

hundred persons per square mile in the Mengo and Busoga districts.

Lake Province in Tanzania has over three million

people which is about a quarter of the total population of
the entire country.7
7Church, Africa and the Islands, pp. 339-340.
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The highlands have a high density of population in
the l'ormer native reserves of Kikuyu, Meru, and Embu in Kenya.
In Uganda, the Kigezi District of southern Uganda has a very
high density of over three hundred persons per square mile.
The Mount Kilimanjaro and Usambara highlands have a high
population density of two hundred to four hundred persons per
8
square mile.
The high population along the coastal belt of East
Africa is due to good rainfall, fertile soils, and the presence of seaports.

The ports have attracted immigrants from

the rural villages because of available employment in industry,
handling of goods, and other businesses.

Generally, the

densely settled East African areas with fertile soils and
good rainfall constitute about one-fifth of the total ales.
By contrast, the vast regions of northern Uganda and Kenya
and the Masai Steppe it Tanzania have population densities
of about ten persons per square mile.

People in these poorly

endowed areas are traditional pastoralists, for the annual
rainfall is below twenty inches and cannot support the high
population found in the farming regions.
The banana-growing areas in East Africa are also the
main regions of dense population in East Africa.

The Lake

Victoria Basin, with its high population density, is one of
the main banana-growing areas.

The highlands, especially the

former native reserves occupied by the Bantu peoples, have

8Ibid., p. 340.

high population concentration.

This is also true of the

Kilimanjaro Mountain region occupiee by the Chagga Bantu
people.

An exception to the general association of high

population density and banana cultivation in East Africa is
found in a few areas occupied by Europeans and especially
Asian farmers near the coast.
Rural and Urban Population Distribution
The population of East Africa is mostly rural.

Over

eighty per cent of the total population is located in rural
areas.

Most of the Africans living in cities are there only

on a temporary basis.

Many people earning their living in

cities consider themselves a part of the rural area from which
they came, for they have strong family ties.

Young people

go to the cities but constantly return home to see theii.
parents and sometimes their wives.

Parents and wives often

take care of the land in the rural areas and depend on the
earnings of their sons and husbands who work in the cities.
The urban population nevertheless is growing very rapidly.
Younger people are beginning to settle down in the cities
on a more permanent basis.
The largest cities are Dar es Salaam and Mombasa on
the coast; Nairobi, Nakuru, and Moshi in the highlands; and
Kampala, Jinja, Kisumu, and Mwanza in the Lake Victoria Region.
These cities have populations which range between 20,000 and
300,000, except Nairobi which is approaching 500,000.

The

growth of these cities has been rapid due to the high rate of
migration of people from rural areas in search of employment.

OP

3.044.080-4/tvr

,
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This has resulted in the formation of a cluster of oitles
around the shores of Lake Victoria which include Kampala, the
capital, and Jinja, the major industrial city of Uganda.
Mwanza, the second largest city in Tanzania, and Kisumu, the
third largest city in Kenya, are also in this cluster.

(See

Figure I.)
The highlands of Kenya have another concentration of
cities, most of which lie within one hundred miles of Nairobi.
All are growing very rapidly, including many with populations
of less than 30,000.
The line of cities located along the coast include
such small cities as Lamu,.Malindi, Tanga, Bagamoyo, Kilwa,
Lindi, and Mtwara, as well as Mombasa and Dar es Salaam.
The first two and Mombasa are in Kenya and the other si

are

in Tanzania.
The large commercial cities, former strongholds of
Arab and European power, are not associated with the banana
regions. .4% large proportion of the smaller cities and towns,
however, are within the banana-growing areas.

There inclu2e

Bukoba, Entebbe, Mbale, Kakamega, Arusha, Nyeri, and Tororo.
LANGUAGES
Most of the multitude of languages and dialects of
East Africa belong to four basic groups:

the Bantu language

group, the Nilotic language group, the Nilo-Hamite language
group, and the hamitic-Semitic languace group.

Swahili,

derived primarily from the Bantu languages, is th , lirmas
franca of East Africa,

In Tanzania S;.uhill is the official
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as well as tile national language.

In Kenya English is the

official language and Swahili serves as the national language.
Besides the African languages and dialects, English
is spoken in many parts of East Africa.
is also spoken by Arabs.

On the coast, Arabic

In all the cities crious Indian

languages are spoken.
All the Bantu tribes of East Africa speak different
dialects which have a similarity in their structure but are
not mutually understandable.

The Nilotic people also speak

a variety of dialects belonging to the Sudanic languages.
The Nilo-Hamites have entirely different languages that have
nothing in common with the 'Bantu or Nilotic language groups.
Hamitic people, as well as the Bantu and Nilotic people, speak
a variety of related languages and dialects.
The relationship between bananas and language is found
in the names of different varieties of the crop.

These names

may be the place names, color names, or names that define taste
of tne fruit.

The name in turn may tell the place at which a

variety originated and may also tell direction of diffusion
of a particular banana variety ani its areal distribution
within one or more regions.
There are also indirect meanings for words associated
with bananas, such as those denoting food and hunger.

Among

the Baganda and Basoga of southern Uganda, people use the
word "food" to mean the eating of bananas.
a connotation of eating mashed bananas.

Food always has

Also, the use of the

term "faTine" in Buganda means the failure of the banana crop
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and a possibility of famine occurring.

The historically non-

banana growing areas, which now grow bananas, use the names
commonly used in the main growing areas.
The sweet banana varieties of East Afric

are commonly

known as Kisukari in Swahili, Sukari in the Bantu dialects
of the Lake Victoria region and the Highlands region of Kenya,
except in the Kamba area where the pronunciation becomes
Sukali.

Kisukari and Kisugari are used on the coastal plain.
The use of the word Kisukari, derived from a Bantu

dialect, indicates the diffusion of this variety of banana
from the Lake Victoria region.

The application of the term

Sukari also shows the role of languages in the distribution
of crops.
The word for bananas in Swahili is ndizi.

This word

is used for bananas amors all the Bantus of Kenya and Tanzania.
The Luo of Kenya call the bananas rabolo.

The Beganda and Soga

of Uganda call them Katoke.
RELIGIONS
The oldest religion in East Africa is a form of
Animism, a traditional religion common in all Africa.

The

adoration of the gods is done through the ancestors or the
dead by offering sacrifices of domestic animals and crops.
These beliefs have been followed from antiquity and are very
different from Western beliefs based on Judaism and Chrirtian:ty.
With the arrival of Arabs and Eurcpeans, new relEIons
were introduced in East Africa.

The new relielons hive had

a great influence on the beliefs of the people of the region.
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Islam was introduced in East Afsrt,la in 975 A.D. along the
coastal areas where many converts were made.

Christianity

was introduced in the nineteenth century and spread very
rapidly over the mainland.

At present, the major religions

of East Africa are Christianity, local forms of Animism, and
Islam.
After the arrival of Christianity and Islam, many
Bantu were converted and are now Christians and Moslems.
Despite the conversion, many Bantus still follow the old
traditional religion.

In their adoration and religious cere-

monies to their gods, they often sacrifice, using bananas,
chickens, Ecats, and sheep.

As a part of the Christian

religion, especially among Roman Catholics, banana leaves and
young suckers are used in the church during Easter when palm
leaves are not available.

The 14oslems use the cooked bananas

as well as other foods during their long fasting season.

But

the traditional religion makes greater use of bananas than
either the Christian or Islam religions.
AGRICULTURE IN EAST AFRICA
Aericulture is the chief source of wealth for the
people of East Africa.

Even so, a very small portion of the

land, about ten per cent, is under cultivation.

The reasons

for this are Inadequate rainfall, the effect of the tsetse
fly, arc poor communications.
The cultivated lare is used for two main purroses,
cubsistence farLinE ant'. commercial farminE.
tion of a7ricultural land is usr

The lareer por-

for the producLIon of
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subsistence food crops.
is the banana.

The oldest of the subsistence crops

The new subsistence crops are maize, Irish

potatoes, cassava, rice, and wheat.

Maize, Irish potatoes,

cassava, and wheat were introduced into this region from
9
Europe and America by the Europeans in the nineteenth century.
Rice was introduced on the coastal plain of East Africa by
the Arabs in 975 A.D. at the beginning of the Arab settlement
10
along the coast.

Commercial crops were introduced into

East Africa by the Arabs and the Europeans.

Coconuts and

cloves were introduced in the coastal region by the Arabs in
the tenth century.

Zanzibar and Pemba Islands are espdcJially

noted for these crops.

Other cash crops, including coffee,

tea, cotton, pyrethrum, sisal, and sugar, were introduced in
the twentieth century.

The purpose of their introduction

was to provide crops as well as materials for British industries and commerce.
Subsistence Crops
Food crops occupy most of the cultivated land.

As

has already been mentioned, the major food crops consist of
maize, millet, bananas, Irish potatoes, and sweet potatoes.
Beans, peas, and peanuts are also grown for food.
Crops vary with variations in rainfall, temperatures,
and soils, as discussed in Chapter II.
to cultural controls.

They are also subject

For example, the African peoples grow

9A. M. O'Conner, An Economic Georrcnhy cf 7iLsk
Africa (London: G. Bell and Sons, Ltd., 198-7), p.
10
Ib1d., p. 58.
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bananas, maize, cassava, sweet potatoes, and sorghum for
subsistence, the Europeans grow wheat and Irish potatoes,
and Arabs grow rice for food.

Individual tribes of the

people of East Africa have likings and dislikings for differeut types of food.

The figures in Table I will give an

idea of the main food crops of East African countries.
Table 1
ACREAGE OF SUBSISTENCE CROPS IN EAST AFRICA
Thousands of Acres in 195111
Kenya

Crops
Sorghum
Millets
Eaize
Bananas
Potatoes
Cassava
Beans
Peas
Groundnuts
Simsim
Rice
Wheat

345
253
900
73
16
.z,
,D
232
206
11
-,
13
298

Uganda

Tanzania

3,300ç
)
415
880
880
140
130
30

525
1,160
260
-350
500
480
470
250
400
200
-

The differences between crops grown in different areas
are also due to rainfall and temperature differences.

Crops

such as bananas and rice do well in areas with warn) to high
temperatures and forty inches or more of rainfall per year.
:lice does well along the coastal plain and bananas do well in
11.
aickman and Dickins, :he L%nds and Feoles of Est
Africa, p. 177.
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the Lake Victoria Region.

Similarly millet, sorghum, maize,

and cassava can be grown in areas that have less rainfall,
thirty or more inches a year.
Maize
Maize is the main food crop in the highlands and in
most of the high plateau areas.

It grows best in areas that

have high temperatures and a rainfall of thirty inches or
above.

Maize also requires rich soils.

However, it is mostly

grown in the highlands and lake region where there

is

tinct dry season and hence no bananas can be Frown.

a disBut it

is grown everywhere in small scale wherever suitable conditic,ns
exist.12
Sorghum and Millet
Sorghum and millet are the principal food crops in
the drier parts of the cultivated zone.
sorghum and millet are grown.

Many varieties of

Some varieties of sorghum and

millet can stand fairly dry conditions.

The principal growing

areas are the plateau of Tanzania and in northern and eastern
Uganda.

They are, however, grown in other regions in smaller

quantities.

Bananas do not grow in the sorghum and millet

13
areas because of the dry season and low rainfall.
Cassava
Cassava is a root crop which is grown in a humid
tropical region; it can be grown, however, in subhumid and
12
Ib1d.. P. 173.

•Ti
In area?

semi-arid regions as well.

rTh are ofttor sue-

ceptible to drought, the governments of East Africa have
encouraged the growing of cassava as a security against
It is grown in the banana-

drought and resulting famine.

producing regions, but it is also grown in areas where sorghum
and millet are dominant.

Millet and sorghum are not popular

as food among the Baganda, Basoga, or the Bagisu, or among
the rice-eating people of the Coastal Plain.

But they are

very useful in providing malt for the making of the native
14
African beer such as banana beer.
Rice
Rice is an import to East Africa.

It does well in

loamy soils having high moisture content and requires a high
temperature and high rainfall.

It is the principal staple

in the diet of the coastal people of East Africa.

The major

growing areas are the Coastal Plain, Zanzibar and Pemba Islands,
river valleys in the plateau areas of Tanzania, the shores of
Lake Tanganyika, and Malawi.
grown in Uganda.

A very small amount of rice is

The highlands are unfavorable areas for

rice growing because of the relatively low temperaturee.
Rice growing regions are also banana growing areas, but the
15
banana is not a favorite food there.

14

Ibid., p. 179.

15
0'Connor. An Econorte Georre_j1hv of East Africa,
P. 58.
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Wheat, Barley. and Irish Potatoes
These are new crops to this region.

They were intro-

duced by Europeans into East Africa and have become major crops
In the highlands of Kenya.
of the Europeans.

Wheat is the principal staple food

It does best in the rich volcanic soils

of the highlands and requires a moderate rairall of thirty
inches and above.

The supplementary food crops of the Euro-

16
peans, barley and Irish potatoes, do well in the same region.
Peas. Beans. Peanuts, and Sweet Potatoes
These are favorite African food crops, and they are
grown wherever climate permits.

The principal peanut growing

areas are Uganda, the Lake Victoria Region of Western Kenya,
and many parts of Tanzania.

They are often intergrown with

bananas and harvested any time, especially during the long
rainy seasons.

They provide variety in the diet of the people.

The mashed banana is always eaten with peanut soup, peas, or
beans.

Sweet potatoes occasionallysupplement the banana.

They can alternate with the banana just as Irish potatoes
alternate with wheat among the Europeans.
Cash Crops
The East African cash crops play an important economic
role, providing a great portion of the annual income of Kenya,
Uganda, and Tanzania.

The British Colonial government was

responsible for their introduction.

The purpose was to pro-

vide Great Britain with the necessary tropical food crops an
16
This is the author's personal obeervation in tho
Kenya Highlands of East Africa.
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crops for the manufacturing industries.

Later, their export

and sale supplied the respective countries with the necessary
cash for development.
The selected growing areas for most cash crops were
the banana growing areas (Figure IX).

Therefore their introduc-

tion was in part responsible for the reduction in importance of
bananas in East Africa.
The cash crops include coffee, tea, sisal, cotton,
pyrethrum, maize, wheat, cloves, and coconuts.

These cash

crops are grown in the Highland Region, the Lake Victoria
Reg, and the Coastal Plain.

Cotton, tea, coffee, and maize

are cultivated in many parts of the Lake Victoria Basin, the
major banana growing area.

Coffee, maize, and tea have taken

over banana lands in the Highland Region, a secondary banana
area which was formerly an important banana growing area.
Wheat and pyrethrum are grown in the highlands where it is too
Coconuts, cloves, and cashew nuts are cul-

dry for bananas.

tivated in the Coastal Plain.

These, too, have deprived

bananas of their former growing areas and so reduced their
importance.

Sisal, a dry land crop, does not compete with

bananas.
Cash crops can be divided into two major types:

those

grown by native peasants on small farms and those grown on a
plantation basis.
tea, and sugar.

The plantation crops are sisal, coffee,

The small peasant farmers grow coffee, sugar,

cotton, cloves, and coconuts as cash crops.

Several of these

are grown on plantations as well as by small farmers.

Many
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of the plantations are owned by European and Indian f'
Coffee
The two varieties of coffee crown in East Africa are
arabica and,robur!ta.

Arabica coffee is grown in areas with

altitudes between 4500 and 7000 feet; the robusta is grown
in areas with altitudes of 3000 to 5000 feet above sea
17
level.
The principal areas for arabica coffee are the Kenya
Highlands area, the slopes of Mount Kilimanjaro, the highland
areas west of Bukoba, and the west and southwest slopes of
Mount Elgon.

Most of these growing areas have very rich vol-

canic soils.
The climatic needs of robueta differ from those of
7

arabica coffee.

It does not need the dry spell that suits

18
arabica or soils which dry out easily.

It requires constant

humidity, higher temperatures, and heavy rainfall, and does
best below 4000 feet above sea level.

These conditions are

best found around the northern and western basin of Lake Victoria.

The principal growing areas are Bukoba on the western

coast of Lake Victoria in northwestern Tanzania and the northern
and western shores of Lake Victoria in southern Uganda.
Cotton
Cotton grows in areas that are considerably too dry for
bananas but it also grows in the banana regions.

Rich, black

1
2 Lands and ,Peoples of East
.
7niok:Lan and Lickins, 113
Lfrica, p. 183.
1F-Ibid., p. 184.
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soil is best suited to cotton growing.

High rainfall may

be detrimental to cotton growing for a dry season is necessary for making the bolls mature uniformly and preventing
spoilage before the cotton can be picked.

Drier parts of

Lake Victoria and southern Uganda, as well as the Lake Province of Tanzania, are the main cotton-growing regions of East
19
Africa.
Sisal
Sisal is a form of coarse white fiber which is obtained
from the long hard leaves of the sisal plant.

The fibers are

used for making strings, ropes, and coarse burlaps.

East
Tan-

Africa is a major source of the world's supply of sisal.

zania is the leading producer; however, it is grown in Kenya
as well as in Uganda.

The main growing areas are Tanga Prov-

ince in Tanzania and on both sides of the Central Railway
west of Dar es Salaam.

In Kenya it is grown ease of Nairobi

and on the coastal plain.
small farmers

20

Sisal is grown in many places by

for it requires only simple tools and will

grow under a great variety of climatic and soil conditions.
Tea
Tea grows within a large ranEe of temperatures.

In

East Africa it grows between 3500 feet and 8000 feet above
sea level.

The rainfall requirement is at least forty-five

Incl,es and mar,t be well distributed throughout the year.
191bid., P. 186.
20
Ibid.. P'• 187.
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The part of the plant that is used for tea making is two leaves
and a bud.

Tea is grown on well-drained, acid soils.

Stagnant

water at its roots is injurious to a tea plant, so tea is often
grown on hill-slopes.
requires windbreaks.

The crop is grown in plantations and
The principal growing areas are the

highlands, especially Kericho, Kisii, and Limuru in Kenya, the
southern highlands of Tanzania, and the Usambara Mountains.
In Uganda the principal areas are the hilly country of Toro
21
and Buganda.
Cloves
The spice known as cloves comes from the partly opened
buds of the clove plant.

Almost all the world's supply of

cloves comes from Zanzibar in Tanzania.

Zanzibar Island itself

produces about one-fifth, and Pemba produces four-fifth: of the
The crop requires a high rainfall of sixty to eighty

cloves.

inches and a high humidity.

The cloves are used as a spice in

cooking and are also used in cigarettes in Java.

Most of the

22
exports go to South and East Asia.
Coconuts
Coconuts form an important export in Zanzibar and
Tanzania.
crop.
coast.

In the coastal plain coconuts are an important food

They are grown by the Bantus all along the East African
A few are found in the inland areas, but they do well
2101 Connor, An Economic GeoFraplu of East Africa,

P. 94.
22
Ib1d., p. 102.
•
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23
close to the sea.
Bananas in East Africa
The banana, though popular in East Africa, originated
in Southeast Asia.

It was introduced in this region by the

early Asian traders between the beginning of the Christian
era and 500 A.D.

According to Baker and Simmonds, the bananas

were brought by traders from Indonesia to the East African
(:oast and possibly entered East Africa by way of Lake Malawi
and Lake Tanganyika, and continued northward into the northern
Congo and southern Sudan.

They also suggested a second pos-

sible route through the Usambara Highlands to Mount Kilimanjaro
and from there they gradually reached the other parts of East
Africa (Figure X).24
At this early time, the Bantus had not come to East
Africa.

According to Murdock, they were still in West Africa,

especially in the Cameroons.

He also indicated that the

banana did not becoae - important until the Bantus settled in
East Africa.

It was after the Bantus had adopted it from the

Southern Sudanese peoples that they moved from West Africa
through the Congo to Southern and East Africa.

They used it

all along the migration route as their chief food crop.

When

they reached East Africa, they continued to use it as the
23
Hickman and Dickins, The Lands and ?ecrles of ,E41st
Africa, p. 190.
24
R. E. D. baker &
. W.
mwords, "B&nanas in East
Apriculture, XIX,
Exrerimental
Africa," It21
.
= Journal of
No. 76 (1551), 2S3.
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subsistence crop, introducing it wherever they settled.25
Th,-, Bantus arrived in East Africa about 500 A.D. and
it was from this date that banana cultivation and use began
to be important in this region.

Until the coming of the Arabs

and Europeans, it was the most important food crop of East
Africa.

Since the invasion of these peoples, new crops have

taken over some of the areas formerly devoted to the banana.
Even so, the banana is still important, especially in Bantu
areas where physical conditions permit.
SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS
An analysis of the cultural environment of East Africa
reveals that the people of Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania consist
of two major races:

the Negro and the Caucasian.

The African

ethnic groups are the Bantus, the Nilotics, the Nilo-Hamites,
and the Hamites.

The findings of the analysis show how the

distribution of these peoples affects the growing of bananas.
Bananas are cultivated as staple food crops in the Bantusettled areas and are absent or of little importance in the
non-Bantu areas.

The Masai-occupied areas, the Luo areas, the

former Arab-settled areas, and the former White Highlands of
Kenya have very few or no bananas at all.

The absence of

bananas in these areas has been the result of the eating
habits of the people and their preference for other subsistence
crops.

The Europeans grow wheat, the Luo grow sorghum and

25
GeorEe Peter Murdock, Africa: It Peoples and Their
Culture Histor (New York: McGraw-hill Book Company t-ne.,
17q)7-10. 45.
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maize, and in the former Arab coastal areas rice is grown
for subsistence.

Formerly, these areas were banana-growing

areas when Bantu people occupied them.
In the Lake Victoria Region, a predominantly Bantusettled region, bananas are cultivated by all the farmers for
subsistence.

In the Highlands Region, the cultivation of

bananas has been replaced by the cultivation of wheat, maize,
potatoes, and coffee.

The coastal plain grows some bananas,

but because of the Arab influence, rice is the cultivated
staple food crop.
The analysis also shows that most people live in the
Lake Victoria Region, the Highlands Region, and the coastal
region.

The low plateau area is less populous than the other

areas because of its dry climate.

CHAPTER IV
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS AND CULTIVATION
OF BANANAS IN EAST AFRICA
Bananas in East Africa are mainly grown as a staple
food for the people, but their use varies from one locality
to another.

In some areas there is almost complete depend-

ence on bananas, which serve as the only staple food crop.
In such areas as Buganda, Busoga, and the Bukoba District
of the West Lake Province of Tanzania, the banana is the
leading food crop.

In the cultivation of bananas in East

Africa, traditional methods of farming are used.

Further,

In East Africa the banana is not grown as a plantation crop,
but is cultivated on small peasant holdings.
ture is a hoe culture in East Africa.

The banana cul-

The introduction of

eoffee has led to changes in the methods of banana cultivation.

A well-tended banana garden remains in good production

1
for twenty-five years.

Its regional importance is ereatest

In the primary growing areas.
The banana grown for food or as a fruit does not have
2 It is,
seeds in it and is therefore considered sterile.
1w iniam Royen, Atlas of the V orld's Resources:
1 (New York:
Laricultural Resources of the i'or]u,
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1954), p. 139.

The

2G. F. Rimington, "The banana," Research Information
Bureau, Report No. 12 (Nairobi, Kenya, 1964). p. 4.
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however, propagated vegetatively by means of suckers.
suckers grow from the parent root.

The

The suckers for transplan-

tation are separated from the base of the mature plant when
they are two to three feet tall.

The propagation can also

take place by means of division of the root.

This method of

propagation is used when the suckers are in short supply for
transplanting needs.

In this method wedge-shaped pieces of

root are cut and planted in nursery beds, which have to be
irrigated until two or three leaves have come out.
then transplanted in the proper field.

These are

The cultivation is

either by traditional or modern methods.
TRADITIONAL METHODS OF CULTIVATION
The traditional methods of cultivation are very simple
and are most commonly used by the peasant farmers.
suitable site for growing the crop is selected.
then clear the weeds from the site.

First, a

The farmers

Holes are dug in the ground

with hoes and are about one foot to two feet in dlameter and
about one to one and a half feet deep.

The suckers are imme-

diately planted, and no manure is added.

The planting gener-

ally takes place during the long rainy season.

The plants are

weeded twice a year for the first three years and afterwards
are weeded only once a year.

The plants are also constantly

mulched, as mulching provides fertilization and preserves the
moisture.

Occasionally the farmers prune the plants.

The

traditional methods of cultivation dc Lot involve outride
labor.

The work is done by the family members.

Flanting le

often the man's job and harvesting is done by women.

However,

.•••

/O.
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women often work together in planting as well

both me.

as harvesting.

The banana gardens are often irrigated by

rain water which is led into the fields through artificial
channels.
In all banana areas, the traditional method of cultivation is a basic part of the culture of the people.

Every

peasant farmer uses the same methods, and there is always a
resistance to change or the adoption of new methods.

The gov-

ernment, through the ministry of agriculture, tries every now
and then to convince the banana growers to adopt new methods,
but they are unwilling to change.

There is a possibility that

they will change and adopt better growing methods as soon as
demands for bananas in the cities increase.
MODERN METHODS OF CULTIVATION
Modern methods of cultivation may be divided into land
preparation and planting.

Land preparation starts with the

clearing and plowing and ends with the propogation of the crop.
Farmers plow the land deeply to remove all the weeds
and couch grass before planting.

It is essential to prepare

the land well at this early stage for prolonged good results.
Some farmers plant a cleaning crop, called a catch crop, for
a year before planting bananas.

Sweet potatoes are a good

example of such a catch crop which plays an Important role in
the removal of weeds and especially of couch grass.

By tilling

and ecpeclally durinc the tr:rvest of the catch crop, the couch
grass Is brought near the surface where its removal is easy.
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Couch grass is generally very detrimental to the life
of the banana.

7t impoverishes the soil very rapidly and

kills the banana or reduces the production.

The couch grass

can be controlled chemically by spraying chemicals on the grass
when it is young.

The control of weeds is always necessary

until the banana plant reaches full maturity, after which it
Is able to compete with weeds.

Heavy mulching is also important

3

to control weeds.

After the land has been decouched, the farmers contour
drain the land before planting bananas.

Contour draining re-

moves excess water that may be detrimental to the life of the
banana crop by causing the roots to rot.

Bananas do not grow

well on water-logged soil.
Manuring is important for maintaining the fertility of
the field for good yields of bananas.

It is an important prac-

tice in modern methods of banana cultivation.

Before planting,

farmers practicing modern methods spread a large amount of
4
manure over the prepared gardens.
When enough manure Is
available, the farmers spread about ten tons of manure every
three-acre field.

They continue to add manure every time weed-

ing is done to the field.

Manuring together with mulching

helps to ensure high production.

Manure is also mixed with the

soil before filling it into banana holes.
The farmers usually prepare holes two feet in diameter
and two feet deep.

When making the holes, the top soil and

p. 3.
4
Ibld.
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subsoil are placed on opposite sides of the holes.
soil is mixed with manure and returned to the hole.

The top
The

suckers are then planted one foot from the bottom of the
holes to allow room for rapid development of the roots.

The

hole is finally filled with the remaining top soil, and the
5
subsoil is spread over the field.
In the arid areas larger holes five feet wide and three
feet deep are dug.

Then an area one foot by one foot is dug

In the bottom of the large hole.

The sucker is then planted

with the top soil mixed with manure.
filled with trash.

The rest of the hole is

This method is not followed in the main

banana-growing areas.6
Spacing is essential in the cultivation of bananas for
the maintenance of high soil fertility and high yield of
bananas.

The tall bananas are spaced twelve feet by twelve

feet if they are not pruned.7

If pruned, the spacing is eight

by eight feet, but the average spacing of nine by nine feet
is more common.
There are two ways of planting the suckers, the upright
method and the angle method.
Is the upright method.

The most commonly used method

Some farmers plant the suckers at an

angle to the prevailing wind to prevent them from being uprooted.

This method is considered unnecessary because it
5
Ibid., p. 4.

6
D. C. Attenburrow, "Bananas," Research Information
Bureau, Nairobi, Kenya, 1054, p. 2.
7
Rimin6ton, "The Banana," p. 4.
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forces the growing plants to produce more energy during growth
in an effort to straighten themselves.8
Irrigation is important in low rainfall areas as it
increases the yield.

Better results are obtained when irriga-

tion is done on a well-laid-out field.

It is essential to

prevent the running water from coming into contact with the
base of the plants, for if this occurs, the roots often rot
and the entire plant withers.9
BANANA VARIETIES GROWN IN EAST AFRICA
There are about fifty varieties of bananas in the
inland areas of East Africa, thirty varieties in the coastal
areas, and about seventy varieties in all.

These varieties

belong to one of the following species of the genus Musa:10
M. cavendishii, M. paradisiaca, and M. sapientum.
Musa cavendishii includes the dwarf varieties which
are the most common example of this species.
is the Njoro.

In Kikuyu it

These varieties are also cultivated in the

Canary Islands, Bermuda, and southern China.

The plants grow

to a height of about six feet and can be planted only ten
11
feet apart.

8
Ibid., p. 5.

9

Ibid., p. 4.

1O,

Shepherd, "Banana Cultivars in East Africa,"
Em-ire Journal cf Exnerimentel AprIcultu-e,
Eo, 4
October 1957).
11
Attenburrow, "Bananas," p. 2.
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Musa paradisieca inclu? a-1 the plantains or

'Iaose

bananas suitable fr,r cocking, an example being the Kikuyu Green.
These have long, with. leaves and grow to a height of thirty
feet.

They are grown in many parts of Africa in the tropics

and are also common in Southeast Asia and in Middle Arne:1.os.
Musa sapientum is a subspecies of Musa paradistaca.
This group includes all the sweet eating bananas.
yellow when ripe and are eaten without cooking.

They are

These varie-

ties are commercially cultivated in Middle America for North
,12
American markets
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
The most important characteristic of a banana plant
is its rapid growth.

It produces a large succulent stem and

many large leaves before the first fruit appears.

To produce

this large amount of vegetative growth, it is necessary that
the plan'., make large inroads on soil fertility and moisture.
Therefore the plant must be grown on land of high fertility
capable of holding sufficient water..
Bananas will grow on a large variety of soils ranging
from red to black.

These soils must be of sufficient depth

to satisfy the plant's requirements.

Although the banana

requires much water and fertile soil, it will not stand waterlogging.

Water-logging causes the root areas to rot and harm

the whole plant.

Water-logged soils once drained become suit-

able for banana cultivation.
12Rimington, "The Banana," p. 1.
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A high humus content is a necessity for banana cultiIt is essential that the organic content of the soil

vation.

be built up and maintained at a high level throughout the life
of the banana plant.
Bananas are good indicators of soil fertility.

This

is especially noticeable in the lake areas of Uganda and Kenya.
Growers usually select the most fertile site for growing
bananas.

It is customary for bananas to be grown on the lower

Elope near the farmer's homestead because the refuse from the
kitchen and manure from the domesticated livestock can easily
13
be spread in the banana field.
A large amount of moisture is required in the soil for
the rapid Frowth of the banana and for the maintenance of its
Water is also needed for the replacemeA, of

succulent stem.

the large amount of moisture lost through transpiration from
the large leaves.

The plant withers unless an adequate amount

of moisture is available.

Optimum rainfall for bananas is

eighty inches or above, but they can be grown with a rainfall
of forty to eighty inches per year as well.

The amount must

he evenly distributed throughout the year, and there should be
no dry periods.
The main banana-growing areas of East Africa are characterized by high rainfall.
750F
.

The average temperature is about

The high average temperature is maintained by the daily

high overhead sun along the equator.
p
.

2.

•
.0.
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The site for bananas is always sheltered from excessive wind by artificial windbreakers such as trees.

The ef-

fect of the wind is to tear the leaves and to uproot or break
the banana stems.

Strong winds are also harmful to bananas

because they cause a rapid loss of moisture from the soil.
The higher the wind velocity the higher the rate of evaporation.

Bananas also suffer greatly from hailstorms.

The hail-

storms tear the leaves and injure the fruit itself.
It is essential to keep bananas pruned.

Once a farmer

decides on the number of bearer stems to be left, all the
other shoots are cut off.

They are allowed to grow again when

the bearer stems are about to fruit.

This arrangement ensures

a constant supply of fruit to the farmer.

Stems bearing bunches

of fruit sometimes need propping up to avoid breaking.

A sup-

ply of forked poles is used to provide support.
After the fruit is harvesed, the stem is cut down to
within one foot from the ground.

The old stem Is split and

used for mulch between the plants.
The high humus content required in the soil by bananas
makes it necessary to keep the crop mulched.

Mulching will

also keep the soil cool and help it to retain moisture.

It

will prevent the surface wash of the soil and assist in the
absorption of the rain by the land.

The mulch should be laid

between the rows covering the entire surface.
Under reascnable conditions of growth, the first
harvest can be expected fifteen to eighteen months from
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rlanting.

The fruit is harvested when the bananas are fully

developed, at which time they are light green in color and
the skin

is

shiny.

They are then hung in a dark, reasonably

closed storehouse until they are fully ripe.

This is done

to make the fruit ripen all at once.
CONCLUSION AND GENERALIZATION
The two methods of cultivation of bananas are both
significant.

The traditional method is more widely used

wherever bananas are grown.

The modern method is used mainly

by the coffee growers and accounts for a small percentage of
all the growers in the whole of East Africa.

Here, too, the

banana is primarily a windbreak and shade-providing plant and
not a plantation crop.
The importance of the traditional method of cultivation
lies in its ease of use.
quire

The traditional method does not re,-

much labor, so a family is able to plant a large garden

without seeking outside labor.

The banana holes are shallow

and easy to mr_ke with a hoe, but the traditional methods are
less productive than the modern scientific methods.

Yields,

however, are sufficient for the subsistence of individual
family needs.
In contrast, the modern methods demand a greater amount
of labor than the traditional methods.
fields requires deep plowing.

The preparation of

It emphasizes a complete de-

ccuchiLg ty t.e uFe of chemicals and the growine of catch
14
Attenburrow, "Bananas," p. 3.
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crops,

These steps are relatively expensivE nnd may

lonE time before the family gets its first harvest.

a
The new

methods, though demanding more labor and care, are more productive than the traditional methods.

CHAPTER V
BANANA GROWING AREAS OF EAST AFRICA
Bananas are grown in many parts of East Africa wherever
the Bantu people live and there is a rainfall of forty inches
or above.

They are grown In three regions:

the plateau, and the highlands.

The importance of bananas

varies from one region to another.
the Lake Victoria Region

1

the coastal plain,

It is a principal food in

and the Kilimanjaro Region.

It is

a fruit crop in the Kenya Highlands, western Kenya, and most
of the plateau.

Thus banana growing areas are divided into

two categories, the primary growing areas and the secondary
growing areas.

The primary growing areas are the Lake Victoria

Region and Kilimanjaro Region, with the Lake Victoria Region
being the largest.

The secondary growing areas are the coastal

region, the hi6hlands, and a large part of the high plateau.
PRIMARY GROWING AREAS
The Lake Victoria Region
The Lake Victoria Region is the leading banana growing
area in East Africa.
southern Uganda,
Ken)a.

A

The region consists of a large part of

part of northwestern Tanzania, and western

The southern Uganda area and northwestern Tanzania area
1
See Figure XI.
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make up the main portion of the primary banana-growing areas
of East Africa.

here the banana crop is most concentrated in

the whole or East Africa.

The banana in this area is used as

the chief food crop and the chief beer-making crop.
In the Lake Victoria Region the most important single
area for banana cultivation is Buganda

In

southern Uganda.

Buganda, bananas occupy a quarter of the total cultivated land
2
The banana is
and almost half that planted in food crops.
the chief food crop in Buganda, Busoga, Bugisu, and Bukoba.
The supplementary foods are maize, sorghum, millet, cassava,
sweet potatoes, yams, and vegetables.

The region has a high

annual rainfall of forty to eighty inches which is well distributed throughout the year.
General Characteristics of the Region
The Lake Victoria Region has abundant and reliable
rainfall, which is well distributed throughout the year.

In

southern Uganda, especially in Buganda, monthly average rainfall
varies between 2.6 inches (January) and 10 inches (April).
Bugisu, located along the elopes of Mount Elgon, has an annual
rainfall of 60 inches cr above.

Bukoba District in northwestern

Tanzania has an annual rainfall of 45 inches or above.

In the

whole area the average rainfall is above 40 inches (see
Figure IV).

The average temperature of the Lake Victoria Region

varies between 700F. and 80°F.

Humidity is high throughout the

year due to the influence of the lake.

The sunshine is high

2-A. M. O'Connor, An Economic Geography of
(London: G. Bell and Sons, Ltd., 1967), P. 36.

Iali Africa
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except during the cloudy day r of the long rainy season, when
heavy cloud cover interferes.

The soils are deep and fertile.

The presence of the Bantu people in this area is an important
element because the traditional food crop of the Bantu is the
banana.

This region has the densest population in East Africa.
The Bantu peoples in the region are the Baganda, Basoga,

Bagisu, Banyoro, Toro, and the Haya.

The haya live around

Bukote in northwestern Tanzania, and the others live in Uganda.
The most Important growers of bananas in the region are the
Baganda, Basoga, and the Haya.

The Baganda and the Basoga

have a greater dependence on bananas as a chief food crop
than the other ethnic groups in the region.
Buganda. Busoga, and Bugisu Banana Area of Uganr"a
The area extends from the western slopes of Moulit Elgon
to the eastern boundary of the Western Rift Valley and covers
the whole of the northern shores of Lake Victoria in southern
Uganda.

The landform is a plateau, whose average elevation

Is 4000 feet above sea level, which was formed by the uplift

3 The raised

of the area in early post-Cretaceous times.

peneplain has been dissected, resulting in the formation of
low-topped hills and swampy valleys, now filled with papyrus
4
or reeds.
In the Puganda and BusoFa area, the productive soil

'Margaret Chave Fellers, The Eastern Lecurtrine Bante
(London: International African InstiT77779f.:,, I). V.
4Ibid., p. 34.
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5 a rich and deep red earth formed from the

is the murram,

schists and gneiss of the basement complex rocks.

It is

usually found just below the hill summits and extends to the
swamp edge.

The slopes covered with this soil are prime

banana-growing areas.

In the Bugisu District, around Mount

Elgon, the soil is derived from volcanic rocks.

It is very

fertile and very deep, and is suitable for growing a variety
The elevation of the area, more than 4000

of other crops.

feet, is also favorable to a variety of crops.
The climate of southern Uganda is upland equatorial.
It has moderate temperatures and well-distributed high rainfall throughout the year (see Figure III).
The present total population of Uganda is over nine

6

million.

The banana is the main food of about four miA.lion

of these people.

The banana is supplemented by several crops

in this area, including millet, maize, cassava, sweet potatoes,
peanuts, beans, and peas.

The use of these supplementary crops

7

varies from one locality to the other within the area.

Banana intertilluEe is practiced in the peasants' banana
Eardens.

In every banana garden, peasant farmers grow beans,

peas, some coffee, and potatoes in rows between the bananas.

1111.1

P. 33.

6Republic of Kenya, Information Section, Kenya Mission
to the United Nations, :;ewsletter No. 44, New York, November,
1270, p. 13.
'G.
':rewartha, "sew kcpulatlon Kaps of Uganda,
Kenya, Nyesulund, and Gold Coast," Annals of Aesociation
. merIcan Geoeruthere, XL (1957), 44.

a
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The gardens are permanently occupied by bananas, but the farmers
practice rotation of the annual intertillage crops.

The peasant

farmers' houses are located within the banana gardens and a
garden along with the house constitute a homestead.
The farmers plant a variety of bananas in each garden.
Every garden includes a selection of cooking bananas, 'Jeermaking bananas, roasting bananas, and sweet bananas for children.

In a banana garden of Buganda, as well as Busoga and

Bugisu, one usually finds sixty per cent cooking bananas, thirty
per cent beer-making bananas, seven per cent roasting bananas,
and a selection of other varieties.

If a high standard of cul-

tivation is maintained, banana Fardens may last thirty to

8

fifty years without replanting.

Banana cultivation traditionally is a hoe cultu-e and
uses a great deal of muscle power.

When the banana is mature,

the fruits are harvested in bunches while still green.

The

women then peel the bananas, steam them, and mash them for
eating as a main part of the meal.

Some varieties are roasted

and some are reserved for the production of juice to ferment
into beer.
r"i
.?

i

The sweet varieties are for table use.

These are

allowed to ripen fully and are eaten as a fruit.
A Typical Daily Meal
The Baganda and Basoga prefer bananas to all cereal
crops.

They will not eat rice, maize, or wheat if bananas era

available.

Every day when the morning work period is over,

4

9
Falters, Iht E.astern Lacurtrine Bantu, p.
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the midday meal is prepared.

The large portion of the meal

consists of cooked bananas.
For preparing a meal, a big bunch of bananas is obtained fresh from the garden with the bananas being cut from
the tree by means of a knife tied to the end of a long stick.
The women sit down in the shade and peel the fruit.

The peeled

banana is then wrapped in a large banana leaf and taken into
a kitchen and steamed.

The steaming is done by hanging the

parcel of peeled bananas wrapped in a leaf above boiling water.
When the steaming is complete, the bananas are mashed and eaten
with a prepared relish of vegetables, fish, chicken, or meat.
The relish is steamed in the same way, tied in a separate
banana-leaf-wrapped parcel, and mashed before 1Jeing served.
After mashing, it is unwrapped and served with the mashed banana
on a banana leaf plate to the members of the family by the housewife.
Other food often served with the mashed banana as relishes includes beef, chicken, fish, peanut soup, cabbages,
tomatoes, onion, peas, and beans.

The people also eat mutton,

pork, and other relishes with bananas.

In the process of eat-

ing bananas, they may drink tea, coffee, milk

or water.9

The Banana as a Beverage
Beer making is an important use of the banana in this
area and especially among the Baganda.

Beer making is the work

of men who squeeze ripe beer bananas through papyrus which serves
as a sieve.

A little water is added to the thick juice, and the

9George Peter Murdock, "Ganda," Micro-fiche, FK7,
Human Relations Area Files, p. 10.
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mixture is left to stand overnight.

The next morning coarse

flour of baked millet is added to the juice which is then
left for one more day to ferment.

On the third day, it is

strained into gourd bottles and is ready for consumption.

The

beer may be drunk by the family and relatives, or it may be
sold.10
Uganda gin is a liquor distilled from a mixture of
banana beer and sugar.

This is also prepared at home as a

moonshine, varying in percentage of alcohol from about 70 to
100 proof.

The difference in quality depends on the amount

of sugar put in the banana beer and the experience of the person who prepares it.11

Because of this varied quality, a big

factory has been set up to distill gin under government license.
The factory is located in Kampala, Uganda, and distributes the
gin all over East Africa.
Ceremonial Functions
Bananas are offered as gifts among relatives during
birth and childhood ceremonies in this area.
sist of mature green bananas and banana flour.

The gifts conThe ceremonies

take place when a child is being given a clan name.12
During marriage ceremonies beer is brought in a gourd
adorned with banana leaves.

This is carried on a head pad

10G.
M. Hickman and W. H. G. Dickins, The Lands and
Peoples of East Africa (Longmans, Green and Co.,Lt777—T9757,
7)7
11rersonal observation in the region.
12Murdock, "Ganda," p. 15.
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and kept in a safe place
riage is performed.

y the bride's parents until the mar-

It is kept carefully lest some jealous

:.erson get hold of it and use it to cause death to the bride
by sorcery.

During the marriage ceremony, the bridegroom's

grandmother washes the bridal couple with water mixed with
magical herbs in a large banana leaf.

any bananas are of-

fered as gifts at various stages of the marriage ceremony.
During the preparation of the wedding feast, the bride peels
the first banana and then the work of peeling is completed by
the unmarried women guests.
General Uses of the Banana Plant
The green leaves have many functions.

They are used

as a general wrapping material, as plates for serving food,
as water drinking cones, as spoons for feeding children, and
as

umbrellas.1 -1

They are also used as stoppers for vessels

In which water or beer is carried.

Gourds with banana leaves

tied to the neck are used in ceremonial beer drinking.
Dried stems of leaves are used as ropes, strings, and
bandages to tie parcels, bundles of grass and wounds.
are also used to tie up the framework of houses.

They

The fiber

is sometimes used in emergencies as handcuffs for tying prisoners.lh

The dried outer layers of the stem are used as gutters

to collect rainwater in pots placed to catch the dripping water
from the roof.

The dried fibers are woven into hags for stor-

ing. coffee berries, butter, or salt, or for carryinF eggs.
-Personal observation.
14
Cbserved in East Africa.
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The dried leaves are used as roofing material fol. Aouses in
rural areas.

The inner pith of the stem is used as a sponge.

In the past, the Buganda used bananas as a medium of
e'change.

The neighboring tribes exchanged cattle, sheep, and
15
goats for dried banana fruit.
In Buganda, Busoga, and
Bugisu, bananas are grown to provide windbreaks and shade for
coffee plants.16 Further, the banana growers use the banana
stems and leaves as mulch which eventually rots to form humus.
Bukoba Banana Growing Area
The Bukoba District in the West Lake Province of Tanzania is a continuation of the southern Uganda banana-growing
region.

Many of its physical and cultural characteristics are

similar to those of the Buganda.

The main difference between

the Bukoba banana-growing area and the Buganda is the leas rich
and deep soil of Bukoba.

The Bukoba soil is derived from sedi-

mentary rocks and alluvium, but the Buganda soil is derived
from the metamorphic rock of the basement complex.
Bananas are grown by the Haya people, a Bantu ethnic
group.

The banana gardens, according to Baker and Simonds,

are kept in excellent condition with the standard of care being
relatively higher than that of the Buganda and Eusoga.

The

high standard of care is maintained by heavy mulching and manuring.

All over this banana-growing area the farmers maintain

a high standard of banana cultivation by applying trash and
15Fallcrc, The 4cterr, Leurtrine Banta,

p. 32.

16Hickman and Dicnns, The Le.;.ne and ,Peoples of East
Africa, p. 89.
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household refuse to the banana gardens.

The high standard of

banana cultivation reflects the dependence of the Hays people
on the banana as the chief food crop of the area.17
The long use of bananas as a staple food of the area is
shown by the names given to different varieties of bananas.
For example, Horn Horse Plantain, a variety of cooking banana
found in the West Indies, is known as Nkon wa in Bukoba, possibly taken from here to Middle America by the Europeans early
in the twentieth century.

The bananas found in Bukoba also use

the same names as those used in Buganda.

Gonja, a roasting or

boiling banana, has the same name and meaning in both areas.
In areas where bananas have not been used for a long time, local
names do not exist.
Around Bukoba, considering Tanzania alone, the bananas
are the unchallenged staple food crop, occupying half the cultivated land.

This small area alone accounts for almost half

the 350,000 acres and 733.5 per cent of Tanzania's annual output of bananas,18
General Characteristics
In this area the rainfall is high and constant all
the year round with an annual rainfall of forty-five to sixty
IncLes.

The wind blowing from Lake Victoria to the district

17
R. E. D. Baker and N. W. Simmonds, "Bananas in East
Africa: The Botanical and Agricultural Status of the Crop,"
Empire Journal of Experimental AFriculture, XIX, No. 76 (1951),
18Survey
and WInping Division, Ministry of Lands, Settlerent and Water Development, "Atlas of Tanzania," Dar es
Salaam, Tanzania, 1967, p. 20.
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has a great influence on the rainfall, for the lake is the
source of much of the moisture.
between 70°F. and 80°F.

The annual temperature lies

The Eukoba area has a high humidity

most of the year and especially during the long rainy season.
The soils in most parts of this area are fertile and are able
to maintain a high yield of the banana crop all the year round.
(See Chapter II, pages 30-31, for the origins of soils in this
area.)
The Haya raise bananas, coffee, beans, peas, peanuts,
and other crops in one garden, the same method intertillage
pi-Etc-Aloud in southern Uganda.

Here, too, the banana gardens

and homes are located on the same site to form a homestead.
Functions of the Bananas in the Bukoba Area
As in Buganda bananas form the main food crop in Bukoba,
but they are used less for making local beer.

Most of the

banana functions, such as moonshine gin-making, ceremonial purposes, and the various uses of the banana stem and leaves for
wrapping and making ropes, are the same as in Buganda.

The only

major difference is that the Haya use maize as a supplementary
crop, whereas sweet potatoes are the supplementary crop In
Buganda,
Mount Kilimanjaro Region
The Mount Kilimanjaro Region is one of the primary
banana areas and Is second in importance only to the Lake Victoria Region.

The ChaEga people, another Bantu ethnic group,

occupy this area which is the most densely populated region In
Tanzania.

The region is located on the lower slopes of Mount

Kiliman'jarc where elevation provides orographic rainfall and
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and favorable temperatures.
on a sma'7 scale.

Animal husbandry is stieo practiced

The food of the Chagga people consists of

.nanas, maize, taro, yams, sweet potatoes, beans, peas, millet,
cassava, and pumpkins.

The banana, however, is the staple food.

The Chagga people are among the most outstanding banana
growers of East Africa, practicing intensive agriculture.19
This region is drier than the Lake Victoria Region.

As a re-

sult they had to develop an excellent irrigation system to help
maintain the high standard of agriculture.

The cultivation

consists of excellent terracing of hillsides, the use of animal
manure, and the use of fertilizers.

The Chagga people also

raise cattle, goats, sheep, and pigs.

They have a variety of

cash crops, the most important of which is coffee.

Like the

Baganda, coffee is intergrown with bananas and other foc,d crops.
The bananas serve as windbreaks and shade trees.

Their live-

stock are not grazed freely, but are kept in stables where they
are fed.
shoots.

The fodder consists of grass, bananas, and banana
Among'the Chagga people, bananas are raised by men, but

women raise the other crops such as taro, beans, peas, millet,
sorghum, and sweet potatoes.
Banana growing is the traditional foundation of the
Chagga economy.

The crop and its gardens are inseparable tied

up with the economy of the homesteads.

The tnical Chaggs

home is located in the middle of the banana garden which
together form the homestead.

An average garden covers two

19Edwin S. Munger, "African Coffee on Eilimanjaro;
Chagga
A
Klhamba (i.e. Homestead)," Economic Geography,
XXVIII (1952), 181-185.
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and a half acres.

The banana culture among the Chagga is de-

veloped on a continuous garden system.

When the first set of

bananas become old and unproductive, the farmers uproot them,
prepare the same garden well, and plant a new banana crop on
the same site.

The gardens are kept productive by intensive

manuring and mulching.
General Maracteristics of the Region
The general area of the Mount Kilimanjaro Region is
relatively dry, but orographic rainfall occurs on the moderate
to higher slopes of the mountain.

In the areas where moisture

is inadequate for productive banana cultivation, farmers practice irrigation, which makes it possible to harvest the crops
twice a year.
area.

The Chagga also irrigate other crops in this

In order to maintain a high standard of irrigati..n,

certain rules and regulations have been established to be
followed by all the farmers in the area.
The irrigation, water is obtained from springs and mountain streams flowing from the glaciers at the top of the mountain.

The watering system consists of over 1000 channels lead-

ing water from the streams to the banana and coffee gardens.
Along the steep slopes, the irrigation water is conveyed in
20
wooden pipes to the gardens.
Location of the Homesteads on the Mountain Slopes
The Chagga farming lands are located between 3000 and
8000 feet above sea level.

Mal7e, millet, yams, taro. and

2Ipueorg
.
e Peter Murdock, "ChaFga," Human Relations
Area Files, Micro-fiche No. FN.
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vegetables are cultivated above 3000 feet, but below :he
banana and coffee areas of the slope.

Bananas and coffee are

planted higher on the mountain slopes, mostly between 4000 and
8000 feet.

Shallow fertile valleys which are protected from

winds are favorable for bananas, and these are primarily devoted to banana cultivation.

The lands below 3000 feet eleva-

tion are rather dry, cannot maintain a high production of
bananas, and are used by the Masai for cattle grazing.
The Kilimanjaro banana-growing area has rich and deep
volcanic soils which are spread all around the mountain area.
Besides bananas, the Chagga people also grow a great deal of
coffee in this area.

The cultivation of coffee has increased

the number of bananas grown, since coffee requires bananas
for shade and windbreaks.
The orographic rainfall is high and well distributed,
especially on the higher slopes of the mountain.

Between 4000

and 6C00 feet the amount of rainfall is fifty or more inches
per year.

It is on these slopes that bananas are grown.

Throughout Mount Kilimanjaro bananas occupy twice as much
land as any other food crop in the zone between 4000 and 6000
21
feet.
The southeast slope of Mount Kilimanjaro Is the rainiest.
Rainfall takes place between March to May an
cember.

::ovember to De-

The northwest slope also has high rainfall, while the

southwest and northeast rlopes are the driest.
2131 Connor, An Economic GeoFraphy of
p. 38.

411,

Rain-bearing
A.rice
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winds come from the Indian Ocean in March, April, and May
towards the southern slope of the mountain.

The Masai Steppe

at the base of the mountain gets fifteen to twenty inches of
rainfall annually, whereas fifty to eighty inches occurs at
altitudes of 5000 to 6000 feet.

The temperature decreases with

the altitude so that It is too cold for trees to grow above
22
10,000 feet.
Functions of Bananas Among the Chagga People
The banana is an important food crop of the Chagga
people.

Besides bananas, maize, yams, and taro are used.

Like the Baganda, their relishes consist of vegetables, meat,
fish, fowl, eggs, and milk, but they do not use peanut soup
for a relish as the Baganda do.

The banana is eaten cooked,

roasted, or raw when ripe.
In general, most of the uses of the banana in this area
are essentially the same as those of the Lake Victoria Region
already discussed.

But the use of bananas as a fodder crop

is only common among the Chagga.

They keep their cattle tied

in stables and feed them on banana stems, leaves, and shoots.
The Chagga people have a number of taboos attached to
the banana crop.

23
One of the cooking bananas called Nienlele

has many taboos attached to it.
harvested only by men.

This species of banana is

This taboo, however, is not practiced

by other Bantu groups of East Africa.

Among the Chagga people,

22
Hickman End DIckins, The Lends and Pen-len of East
Africa, p. 141.
23Murdock, "Chagga," p. 20.
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roasting of unripe bananas by r.
Is considered evil.

If she har

-e for her husband's meal
cook an unripe banana, the

procedure is to remove the peel from the middle part and leave
the two ends unpeeled.

It is also a taboo to out down a de-

serted banana garden.
Every Chagga, while building a house, fixes a banana
stem in the center of the house.
four main supporting poles.

The stem is centered between

The poles form a square and the

banana stem stands in the center.

When the building is com-

pleted, the banana stem is removed.
banana, however, is left buried.

The lower part of the

This is done because they

consider the banana to be the master of the house which brings
health, wealth, and happiness to the household by its magic
power.

The banana is therefore considered to have power to

protect the house from harm or evil.
At marriage a father gives a banana garden and a home
to his newly married son.
of long duration.

This is an important Chagga custom

The reason is that the banana culture is

the main source of livelihood, and a married couple cannot survive without a banana garden of their own.

The people who do

not have banana gardens are considered poor and famished.
This concept is also true of the Baganda and the Basoga.
General Use*
Thus it is seen that bananas are a staple crop in the
primary areas.

These areas are well suited to the banana

because of the rich soils and humid conditions.
many roles.

The crop plays

It Is used as a principal food crop, for making

.0
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local native beer and moonshine, as an item for rituals and
in local trade, as a source of fiber for making ropes and
twine, and for thatching roofs in many areas in the primary
growing regions.
SECONDARY GROWING AREAS
The banana is an important food crop in many other
parts of East Africa as well.

Nearly every African household

grows bananas, but there is a great deal of areal variation
in its importance and cultivation.

The variation in cultiva-

tion is because of the available moisture, soil fertility, and
the dependence of people on the crop as the chief food crop.
The primary growing areas satisfy three conditions--moisture
is abundant, soils are fertile, and the banana crop is the main
food crop.

The primary growing areas occupy a much smaller area

than the area occupied by the secondary growing areas.
The secondary groWing areas are the Coastal Plain of
East Africa, the greater part of the Highland Region, and the
High Plateau.

The Highland Region includes the Kenya Highlands

and the Southern Highlands of Tanzania, excluding the Mount
Kilimanjaro Highland Region.

The High Plateau Region consists

of the Nyanza and Western provinces of Kenya located on the
eastern side of the Lake Victoria Region and the Lake Province
of Tanzania.

In these areas the banana is used mostly as a

fresh fruit.

Maize, rice, cassava, sorghum, finger millet,

and sweet potatoes serve an the primary fccd crops.

Maize

Is more dominant in the highlands and the High Plateau, rice
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is dominant on the coastal plain; cassava, sorghum and sweet
potatoes are common in all areas.

Sorghum and finger millet

are the chief food crops among the Acholl and 'les° of Uganda
(see Figure VII).

In these secondary growing areas, therefore,

the banana is a cash crop and not a subsistence crop.
General Characteristics of the Secondary Growing Areas
Secondary growing areas are characterized by a distinct
Cry season and a rainy season.

The rainfall is generally lower

than in the primary growing areas and the soils are also relatively poor.

They are mainly occupied by non-Bantu peoples

whose staple food crop is not bananas.

They have a larger

number of pastoral peonle than the primary growing areas, especially on the high plateau.

In these areas crop production

is not the occupation of all the families.

Newly introduced

food crops have also become more important than bananas.

Some

of these areas have tsetse fly infestation which has kept the
Bantu people from occupying them.

In some of the secondary

growing areas the soil has a high salt content that has been
a deterring factor to the cultivation of bananas.
24
The Coastal Region of East Africa
This is a plain of low relief, with a climate marked
by very hot and moist days and cool nights.

The hot and moist

period lasts from November through May when the northeast
monFoons bring heavy rains.

The teTperatures are high but

are rarely over 9n017; however, the high humidity makes life very
24

See Figure III.
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uncomfortable.

The climate of the coastal region is like

that of the Lake Victoria Region, except that it is more hot
and humid than the Lake Region.
Soils of the coastal plain are not ideally suited to
banana cultivation because they are sandy and salty.

Soils

found in some parts of the plain are distinctly unsuited to
banana cultivation.
The inhabitants of the coastal plain are the Bantus
and the Arabs.

These people have had the greatest influence

on the agriculture and food crops of the coastal plain.

Such

crops as coconuts, rice, mangoes, and cloves show the Arab
influence on agriculture, for the Arabs were responsible for
their introduction to the East Coast of Africa.

The finger

millet, sorghum, cotton, bananas, sweet potatoes, maize,
cassava, yams, beans, and peas were brought to the coastal
plain by Bantu people.
The chief food crop along the coastal plain is rice.25
This is supplemented by maize, sorghum, cassava, sweet potatoes,
and yams.

Rice, therefore, displaced bananas as a main food

crop; however, the banana is still important as a fruit in the
region.
Coconuts and cloves are the main cash crops.
are grown In Zanzibar and Pemba Islands.

Cloves

Pemba, with its

abundant rainfall of sixty inches or more, is the leading
producer of cloves.

Coconuts are grcwn all along the coast

25Hickman and Dickins, -2-ne ,Lands EDI ,l'or,ler of,East
Arica, p. 177.
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and are a beer-making crop as well as a cash crop.

84-,

In

also brewed on the coastal plain from maize, =Met or dorghum.
The banana is not utilized in brewing beer in the
coastal area.

It is as a fruit crop that the banana plays

its most important role.
importance to bananas.

Among the fruits, mango is next in

Mango fruit, however, does not threaten

the dominance of bananas.

The seed of the mango fruit is very

big and occupies most of the fruit, leaving very little flesh
26
for eating.
On the coastal plain, therefore, bananas are used as
a fresh fruit while rice plays the role of a subsistence crop
and the coconut is the major beer-making crop.

Though the banana

is not a staple food crop, it is widely grown in small quantities.
The Highland Areas
The highland banana-growing area consists of the Central Kenya Highlands and the Southern Highlands of Tanzania.
The Kenya Highland areas include the former native land reserve
regions occupied by the Kikuyu, the Kamba, Meru, and Embu peoples.

The Kenya Highland areas also include the Masai areas

of the Rift Valley, the former White Highland, and the areas
occupied by the Nandis and Kipsigis.
These areas have a favorable climate for banana cultivation.

Rainfall is adequate and the climate is cool.

gion, however, has low humidity.

This re-

Climatically, the region has

two distinct seasons, a rainy season and a dry season.

The

rainy season i;ccuro during March through May, and the dry
26
Cfneerved In East Africa.
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season is most noticeable during December, January, and Februsry.

The annual rainfall is thirty-five to sixty inches, with

the heaviest rainfall occurring on the eastern slopes of the
highlands where the rain-bearing winds from the Indian Ocean
(See Figure III.)

first begin to rise over the highlands.

The soils are derived from the volcanic rocks of the
highland areas.

These soils are fertile and deep with a great

moisture retentive capacity providing moisture for the banana
plants during the dry season.

Mixed farming commonly practiced

in the area includes the growing of food crops, cash crops, and
the keeping of livestock on one farm.

Tne region has the rich-

et soil in East Africa and is most suitable for banana cultivation.
The native peoples of this region are either Bantu
people or Nilo-Hamites and the European settlers.

The Bantu
The

peoples are the Kikuyu, Kamba, Meru, and Embu of Kenya.

Hehe, Nyakyusa, and Matengo of southern Tanzania are also of
Bantu origin.

The Nilo-Hamites are the Masai, Nandi, and the

27
Kipsigis.
The Kasai, the Nandi, and

he Kipsigis are not par-

ticularly associated with banana culture.

Their most Important

occupation is cattle raising; however, some Nandi and Kipsigis
are considered good farmers.

The Europeans are wheat and

barley cultivators in Kenya.

Cash crops like coffee, tea, and

pyrethrum have been especially grown by the Europeans.

The

Kikuyu and Kamba, like other Bantus in other parts of East
27See Figure V.
ma.
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Africa, are the primary growers of bananas in the highland
regions.
Among the fruits grown in this region, peaches, pine5

apples, oranges, and bananas are important.

The cash crops

of the highlands region are coffee, tea, pyrethrum, wattle
trees, sisal, sugar cane, and maize.
The important food crops in the highland areas differ slightly from those of the coastal plain and the Lake
Victoria Region.

Wheat, barley, and Irish potatoes are

grown only in the highland region, whereas maize, cassava,
sweet potatoes, finger millet, sorghum, and yams are grown
in varying quantities in all three regions.

Peas, beans, cab-

bages, carrots, onions, and tomatoes are also grown in all
three regions.
In most of the Kenya Highlands the productive land
was taken over by the Europeans during colonial days for the
production of cash crops and for raising livestock.

The Bantu

people in the region were then confined to native land reserves.
The native land reserves were small and overpopulated.

The

shortage of lands in the highlands for the Bantu tribes led to
a change in the tradition of banana cultivation among the Bantus.

New food crops like maize, Irish potatoes, and cassava,

which needed shorter growing periods, were adopted in place
of the banana which required eighteen months for its first
fruit.

This adoption cf new crops reduced the importance of

bananas.

Thosc SE.ntu tribes who had larger land areas could

c*ill afford to grow bananas.
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The importance of bananas
in the highlands decreased
because of the adoption of
quick ripening fruit like the
pineapple. Bantus also sta
rted growing oranges, peaches, and
pears as cash crops as wel
l as for home consumption. The
introduction of coffee and tea
, grown both on large plantations
and small peasant holdings,
further reduced the banana lands
all over the highlands.

J1

The banana, however, is still
important in the region.
Bananas are grown throughout
the highlands and sold as fruit
in every local market by peasan
t farmers. They are also common in urban food markets. Som
e of the bananas are eaten unripe while the pulp is still
hard. These are peeled and the
n
roasted. In most cases ripe ban
anas are used as a fresh fruit,
being the only fruit crop of lon
g standing in this regipn.
The species of bananas grown as
fruit in this region
have green peelings even on rip
ening. Yet another variety is
burled underground in a large
earthen pot for ripening. Sometimes a bundle of bananas is cov
ered with sorghum flour for
ripening. Other important uses
of bananas in the highland
regions are for ropemaking, wra
pping, as a source of mulch,
a windbreak for the coffee pla
nts and fruit trees, and as
shade for coffee trees.
The banana is not used for mak
ing beer in the highland
regions. Maize, sorghum, and fin
ger millet are used for this
purpose by the Bantus.

11)
,W4140 VI, P.,
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High Plateau Secondary Banana-Growing Areas
The high plateau secondary banana-growing area Is
located in parts of the Lake Victoria Region.

This area

includes the eastern and southern regions of the Lake Victoria
Basin.

Those located in the eastern areas of the Lake Victoria

Region are the Nyanza Region and the Western Region of Kenya
(see Figure I).

The southern area forms the Lake Province of

Tanzania in the southern part of the Lake Victoria Basin.
al!

These areas share some of the climate and soil characteristics of the primary banana-growing areas of southern
Uganda and northwestern Tanzania.

The differences occur in

rainfall and principal food crops, and to some extent in the
people.

The Lake Victoria primary banana-growing areas have

a more reliable and higher annual rainfall than the eastJrn
and southern parts of Lake Victoria.

Here the annual rainfall

is thirty inches or more, .whereas the primary banana-growing
region has an annual rainfall of forty to eighty inches.

The

higher rainfall of the High Plateau occurs on the hill slopes.
The temperature is always high, ranging from 70°F. to PO°F.
During the rainy season the region has high humidity which is
beneficial to banana cultivation.

There is a dry period last-

ing from one to three months, with the dry season especially
distinct in the Lake Province of Tanzania.
The High Plateau near Lake Victoria is occupied by thil
Luo, a non-Bantu people.
Forghum, and cassava.

Their principal food crops are maize,

Among the Bantu tribes who live in the

region are the Zukuma of Tanzania, the Baluhya, and the nal!
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cc Kenya.

The Nilotic tribe is the Luo of Kenya and Tan-

2S
zania.
Although the banana is not a principal food crop, it
is grown extensively in the eastern side of the Lake Victoria
Region.

In this area, especially in the Western and Nyanza

regions, almost every family grows sore bananas for fresh fruit
and for market.
Soils of this area vary according to their origin.
Brown sandy soils are derived from the granitic basement rock.
The deep and fertile red soils, however, are derived from volcanic rocks.

Nearer the lake rhores, fertile black soils are

considered good for cotton .cultivation.29
The importance of bananas as a food crop diminished
because of the introduction of maize, cassava, and sorgham in
this region.

Before the introduction of maize and cassava,

banana was the staple diet of the Bantu people in this region.
Therefore bananas were predominant as a subsistence crop.
The Luo tribe has never depended on bananas for its staple food.
Their main food crops are sorghum and finger millet with maize
and cassava as secondary crops.

As a cash crop, the banana

plays a very limited role when compared to maize, tea, coffee,
and cotton.

The banana lost its role in beer-making to maize,

sorghum, and finger millet.

2eSee
29,

Bananas are still important as

Figure V.

B. Yountjoy and Clifford Embleton, .;fr!:,ott
A 212fraph5cal Study (London: Hutchinson Educational Ltd.,
19-67), P. 355-
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a fruit crop, being the chief fruit of the whole area.
Maize, cassava, and finger millets require less rainfall and a shorter growing season and thus are better suited
to the climate of the Highland and Plateau.

This is a primary

reason why the banana lost its role as a major crop in this
area.

ChAPTER VI
NUTRITIVE VALUE OF BANANA
S
Before making a final conclu
sion about the significance
of bananas in East Africa
, their food value to human bei
ngs and
livestock should be considere
d. Since the banana plays the
dominant role in the diet
of the Bantu peoples of the Lak
e
Victoria Region and the Kil
imanjaro Region, its nutrit
ive
value is of primary imp
ortance to them. Perhaps its
value as
a food can best be presen
ted by comparing it to the sta
ple foods
of the Europeans and
Praha.
BAN.ANAS AS A BASIC FOOD
The banana is of considera
ble value as a food, containing large amounts of sta
rch and sugar. Analysis sho
ws that
bananas, on the averagei
contain about 70 per cent wat
er, 1.3
per cent protein, 0.6 per
cent fat, 25 per cent carboh
ydrates,
and 0.8 per cent ash.
This ash has been found to con
tain a
high percentage of alkali
ne salts. Also, bananas are
a good
source of vitamins A, B,
and C. but are relatively poo
r in
vitamIns D and E, phosph
1
orus, and iron.
The banana yields about
500 calories per pound, approx
imately the same amount
as corn and potatoes, and mor
e than any
other fresh fruit. The foo
d value of bananas is about
the same
1G. P.
Rimington. "The Banana," Res
earch Information
Bureau, Kenya, Report No.
12, Nairobi, 1964, p. 14.
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as the food value of pot
atoes.

The banana is higher in fat

content, lower in protein,
and slightly aigher in carbohydr
ates
than the potato.2
In contrast to bananas,
wheat contains 70 per cent carbohydrates, 12 per cent protei
n, 2 per cent fat, and 2 per cen
t
'aerals. Rice contains 80 per
cent carbohydrates, P per cent
protein, and 12 per cent water.
3 The banana, as already not
ed,
contains 25 per cent carbohydr
ates, 70 per cent water, 1.3
per
cent protein, 0.6 per cent fat
, and 0.8 per cent ash. ivioderately dried banana fruit,
on the other hand, contains 78 per
cent carbohydrates, mainly sug
ar, 15 per cent water, 3 per
cent protein, 1.5 per cent cel
lulose, and 2 per cent ash. The
analysis shows that the banana
is lower in carbohydrates and
protein than wheat and rice,
but its general food contena
still makes it important as a
human food. (See Table 2 for
more
detail.)
To compensate for the differenc
e, the t3antu people eat
more bananas by weight than
Europeans of the Kenya Highlands
and the coastal plain peo
ples eat wheat and rice. The peo
ple
of the Lake Victoria banana-gr
owing region eat about three to
four pounds of mashed banana
s per day. This will provide
1500
or more calories per person per
day. The relishes such as meat,
peanut scup, fish, fowl,
eggs, or vegetables are genera
lly high
in proteins and the vitami
ns and minerals in which the banana
- Ibid.
3Dudley Stamp, "The Mearureme
nt of Land Resources,"
The Geoaraphical eview, XLVIII
(1953), 6,

•

*

"Food," The Yearbook of Agriculture
Agriculture, Wasilington, D. C.
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80

4

310

Sweet potatoes

Source:

201

54

9

315

27

399

236
63

78

264

CornbreLd
(white)

39

1190

Wheat
9

24

1200

Rico

350

30

270

7

500

Dry banana

70

2.7

2.7

8970

180

0

0
5.0
2.1

0

510

A (In International
Units)

.5.0

2.1

Iron
in
Milligrams

Vitamins

The United States Department of

Carbohydrates Calcium
in
in
Grams
Milligrams

Potatoes
(Irish)

3

270

Protein
in
Grams

Raw banana

Food

Food Energy
in
Calories

Minerals

FOOD VALUES PER POUND OF BANANAS AND OTHER MAJOR SUBSISTENCE CROPS

TABLE 2
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They also supply 500 to 100
0 calories per day
per person. Besides the
relishes, the people drink por
ridge,
coffee, tea, and banana beer
to supply them with more
calories.
The average calorie requir
ement in the tropics is 2C0
0
to 2500 calories per person
4
per day, depending upon
age and
weight of the individual.
The reliance on bananas as a
primary
diet for human beings requir
es an addition of a large
amount
of foods rich in proteins and
vitamins D and E. The relish
es
consumed with the bananas sup
plement their food value.
Together
these foods provide a balanc
ed diet, adequate both in
quantity
and quality.
is deficient.

BANANAS AS LIVESTOCK FODDER
5
The Chagga and other Bantu gro
ups feed their cattle on
banana leaves. Before the
stems and leaves are fed to the
animals, they are chopped carefu
lly into small pieces. The
chopped
banana plants contain a ver
y high proportion of moistu
re. The
amount of moisture in the gre
en stems and leaves is abo
ut 90
to 95 per cent. The dry stem is
rich in carbohydrates and sol
uble mineral matter, but is
low in protein. The fiber
content
is less than in hay or gra
sses at the flowering stage.
The
soluble mineral matter contai
ns large quantities of potash
.
It is also rich in lime,
soda, and chlorine. The pho
sphate
content is not as high.

ble.

The chopped banana stems and lea
ves are highly digestiThe dry matter has a productiv
e vlue reater than tha
t

4-.

10e.., P. 11.

5Rimington, "The Banana," p. 14.
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of mature grass, grass silage, Kay, or maize silage.
the stem is very poor 1.i :ligestible protein.

But

The use of the

stem as a livestock food requires an addition of protein rich
food to correct the deficiency.

The banana stem and leaf,

however, are a very useful animal fodder during the dry season
because of their high water content which provides part of the

6

water requirements of animals.

6Ibld.

CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Both physical and cultural factors have affected the
spatial patterns of the banana in East Africa.

The major pro-

ducing regions are limited to areas with a favorable combination of rainfall, humidity, temperature, landforms, and soils
which have been occupied by peoples with the Bantu culture.
When the banana was introduced from Southeast Asia, it migrated
inland where it was found to grow well in a wide area of humid
tropical Africa.

It did not become a staple crop in East

Africa, however, until the Bantus, who had adopted it as a
basic food crop, moved into the region.

Now three species and

about seventy varieties are grown with each variety playing a
distinct role in the culture of the peoples who live there.
The study identified rainfall, humidity, and temperature as being important climatic factors which influence the
cultivation and distribution of bananas in East Africa.

Rain-

fall has the greatest effect because of the banana's need for
a large amount of moisture.

The banana's spatial pattern is

greatly affected by the amount and evenness of the rainfall
regime.

Areas that have long dry seasons do not favor produc-

tive cultivation of banrInas.

The close relationbhip between

banana distribution and high rainfall in shown by Its
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concentration in the Lake
Victoria Re6icn and parts of
the
highlands where rainfall
exceeds forty Inches per annum.
This
relationship is further con
firmed by the maps of rainfall and
banana distribution as sho
wn in Figures III and XI.
Humidity, as a climatic fac
tor, plays an important role
In influencing the rate of
growth of bananas. High humidity
was found to be more fav
orable for the rapid growth of ban
anas
than low humidity. The eff
ect of humidity is greater alo
ng
the coastal plain and the
Lake Victoria Basin than the Highla
nd
Region. The highlands have
low humidity because of the eff
ect
of high elevation.
Temperature is not a very sig
nificant limiting factor
In the cultivation and distri
bution of bananas in East Africa,
a tropical area, except in
elevations of 7000 feet or hi6
her.
The resulting effect is the
low temperatures which retard the
growth of bananas or cause
them to wither and die. Banana
s
do not do well in temperatu
res which average lower than
64,4°F. for the coolest mon
th.
The East African landform
is important in influencing
rainfall which, in turn, aff
ects the pattern of the distribut
ion
of bananas. The higher ele
vations in this region have high
rainfall. Highland Region
and Lake Victoria High Plateau Reg
ion
have heavier rainfall than
the low plateau areas. As a result
,
banana cultivation is confin
ed more to these wet areas of hig
h
elevation than the low platea
u areas.
The soils in East Africa have gre
at effect on the spatial pattern of bananas in msny parts
of East Africa. The
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study showed that bananas do well in rich, deep, and moistureretentive volcanic soils of the Highland Region and the fertile
soils of the Lake Victoria Basin.

In contrast to these regions,

bananas do not do very well in some of the salty soils of the
coastal plain.
The areal pattern of the ethnic groups in East Africa
has a significant effect on the banana's spatial distribution.
The use of bananas has been broken in areas occupied by the
Nilotic, Nilo-Hamitic, Asian, and European peoples, but has
been maintained in all Bantu-occupied areas where favorable
conditions exist.

In the non-Bantu areas and in Bantu areas

unfavorable for bananas, maize, wheat, rice, sorghum, and
millet are the primary subsistence crops.
The arrival and settlement of Arabs and European

in

East Africa resulted in the introduction of new rivaling sub.
sistence and cash crops. , The new crop replaced the banana in
many areas both as a chief food crop and as a commercial crop.
The new subsistence crops were more successful than the bananas
In these areas because of ethnic preference and their adaptability to the climatic regime with a definite dry season.
The new cash crops have been able to replace bananas in some
areas in East Africa because of their greater market value In
Europe and other parts of the world.

In contrast, coffee, one

of the cash crops, promoted cultivation and distribution of
the banana where it was grown as shade for the coffee bushes.
Tnere is a high concentration of bananas in two regions,
the Lake Victoria and the Kilimanjaro regions.

In these
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primary regions the banana is
used as the chief food crop,
for beer making and ritual purp
oses, and the laves and
stems are used for fodder, mulc
h, thatch, and for making
small tools and utensils.
The many uses of bananas by the Bantu in
the primary
growing areas are responsible for
its continuous cultivation.
At the present time it is difficul
t to forecast the effects
which the rapid cultural change will
have upon banana production.
The secondary banana growing areas are
more widespread
than the primary banana growing area
s, but the banana is not
used as a subsistence crop or as a beer
-making crop. These
roles have been taken over by such new
crops as maize, wheat,
rice, coconut, and cassava. The importan
t use of the banana
in all these regions is as a fresh frui
t as well as a cash crop.
The significance of the banana lies
in the many roles
it plays among the peoples of East Afri
ca and especially as a
subsistence crop in the primary growing area
s. The second most
important role is that of a fresh fruit
for the entire area of
East Africa. It is these food rela
tionships, supplemented by
its secondary uses, that make the bana
na a significant crop
of the peoples of East Africa.
From the present wide use as a fresh fruit
and as a
basic cooked food, banana is likely
to become an important
commercial fruit crop in East Africa.
This is a role the
bcncna is beginning to play in all cities and
rural ares.
Its present use in the distillation of Uganda gin
will also
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increase its commercial role.

These demands for more bananas

in the growing city and rural popul
ations will result in its
commercial farming.
The study of bananas in East Africa is not
complete.
More investigations are needed to under
stand the causes of
climatic differences between the northern
half of the Lake
Victoria Basin and its southern half.

There is heavier rain-

fall in the northern than the southern half.

Also, there is

need for more detailed study of banana cultivatio
n and distribution in wet areas of western and southern Tanza
nia, areas
occupied mainly by Bantu people.
A quantitative study of banana production is also
lacking and needs to be done.

The present difficulty in this quan-

titative approach is the lack of statistical infor
mation on
production of bananas in most growing areas.
A final area that needs further study is the possi
bility
of extending the present areal pattern of bananas in
East Africa
with the purpose of making the banana an expor
t crop.

This

last study will look into the available external marke
ts possibly in such areas as southwestern Europe and the
Middle East;
the improvement of road, railroad, and shipping syste
ms; and
improvements in planting, cultivation, harvesting, good
storage, and quick transport to the markets.

In the same study

the increase in the size of farms, the possibility of the
introduction of cooperative banana farting organizati
on, and
the choice cf t1-.e bet growinc arear should be considered
carefully and recommendations made.
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